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Past research prepared a series of standardized forms 
for use by the Energy Analysis and Diagnosic Center. The 
purpose of these forms was to decrease the time spent by the 
Center in repetitive computations. One of the disadvantages 
of these forms was the typing time required. In addition, the 
forms savings in computation time were accompanied by increased 
time spent by staff members trying to interpret the standard-
ized forms. 
The purpose of this study is to develop a computer pro-
gram which combines arithmetic calculations and word processing 
capabilities to produce energy conservation opportunities for 
industry use. The program should be interactive and should be 
designed to produce output acceptable to the Energy Analysis 
and Diagnostic Center, its main user. It should also be easy 
for a beginning staff member to use. 
v 
INTRODUCTION 
The Energy Analysis and Diagnostic Center (EADC) has 
been helping Oklahoma industries confront their energy 
management problems since 1975. The Center, providing energy 
audits for small- to medium-sized Oklahoma industries, has 
an objective "to help Oklahoma industry improve profits and 
enhance competitive positions through judicious energy 
management." 
Contained in these energy audits are energy conservation 
opportunities (ECO's) which, if implemented, will enable an 
industry to more efficiently utilize its energy. The ECO's 
use plant data and manufacturing costs to provide the industry 
with a good estimate for the actual implementation cost, Btu 
savings, dollar savings, and simple payback period for each 
suggestion. 
Throughout the years that the Energy Analysis and 
Diagnostic Center has been functioning, a list of standardized 
ECO's has been developed. These suggestions are ones which 
consistently pay back in less than three years and are recom-
mended to many different industries. While these suggestions 
are frequently used, the EADC staff is also interested in 
developing new ECO's and in learning new ways to improve energy 
utilization. These standard ECO's provide good suggestions 
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for industry in an efficient manner but could hinder new 
learning as they require extensive time to prepare. The staff 
must gather data, perform the calculations, organize data and 
results into a logical flow and format, type the ECO, and 
compile the report. Although the procedure is well known, 
every step must be performed each time the particular ECO is 
recommended as each industry has different data. 
In an effort to decrease the time spent preparing these 
standard ECO's, standardized forms were developed. These 
forms provided a logical format complete with summary and 
transitions between sections. While these standardized forms 
decreased the amount of time spent preparing the ECO's, the 
tedious processes of calculation and typing still remained. 
The purpose of this report is to take the standardized 
forms one step further by developing a computer program which 
will eliminate both calculation time and typing time. The 
program will provide a menu of standardized ECO's. It will 
prompt the user to input the required information for the 
chosen ECO, perform the calculations, and produce output in 
typed final form ready for compilation in the report. 
This report is divided into three major sections: 
program usage, samples, and further research. The program 
usage section discusses how the program actually works, how 
the files are manipulated, and how data is transferred from 
initial input to hard copy output. Also included in the 
program usage section is the user's guide. It details how 
to use the program to produce output. 
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The samples section contains output for each of the 
ECO's using real data, and the further rese•rch section pro-





The EADC Energy Conservation Opportunities Program 
consists of three parts: a CLIST driver file, a partitioned 
Fortran CNTL file, and an empty script DATA file. 
The driver file is named EADC.CLIST. The CLIST program 
provides an easy means of prompting the user for data input; 
it is also designed for easy acceptance of the input. The 
driver file calls the appropriate member of the Fortran CNTL 
file for each ECO. A listing of the CLIST driver file is 
provided in Appendix A. 
A CLIST file is written using TSO commands and command 
procedure statements. These are similar to programming state-
ments of a computer language such as Fortran. The command 
procedure statements used in the CLIST are explained in Appen-
dix B. 
When the driver file calls a partitioned Fortran CNTL 
member, that member is compiled into a load module and then 
executed. Each member of the partitioned data set prompts for 
its own required information. 
The partitioned data sets are written in Fortran, and a 
listing of each member appears in Appendix C. Because neither 
script nor TSO command procedures provide statements for 
arithmetic operations, Fortran was used to perform arithmetic 
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calculations. The major Fortran commands used are explained 
in Appendix D. 
The Fortran program takes data input, performs the 
required calculations, and then writes a script program into 
the empty file. This is accomplished by imbedding the scr'ipt 
program within the Fortran program. For example, the Fortran 
statements 
WRITE (8,100) 
100 FORMAT ( ' . sk O' ) 
write .sk e to the empty script data file (file #8). The 
statement .sk 0 is a script command which produces text 
output when the file is scripted. 
After the Fortran program has executed and produced a 
script program in the file named EADC.SCRIPT.DATA, the driver 
file calls for the program to be scripted. This is the final 
step in producing output. A listing of the script programs 
for each of the Fortran members is provided in Appendix E, and 
explanations of the major script commands used in the programs 
are given in Appendix F. 
The following section contains the user's guide. It 
includes instructions for logging on to a terminal, executing 
the driver file, and inputing data for each of the energy 
conservation opportunities. In addition, it contains the 
tables and figures referenced by each ECO. 
SECTION 2 
USER'S GUIDE 
A. Logging On 
B. OG&E PEAKS 
C. Reduce Compressed Air to Minimum Required 
D. Move Air Compressor Intake to Coolest Location 
E. Night Setback 
F. Example Input 
1. OG&E PEAKS 
2. Reduce Compressed Air to Minimum Required 
3. Move Air Compressor Intake to Coolest Location 
4. Night Setback 
USER'S GUIDE 
The user's guide contains six major sections. In sec-
tion one, the user is provided with the necessary information 
to log on to a terminal and access the EADC ECO program. 
Sections two through five list the required information for 
the various ECO selections. They also contain the necessary 
reference figures and graphs. Section six is an examples 
section and contains data input for each of the four ECO's. 
In the user's guide, GREAT SCRIPT type is used to 
depict computer prompts, while PRESTIGE PICA type depicts user 
responses. 
A. Logging On 
The following procedure is designed to assist the user 
in executing the EADC ECO program. 
Step 1: Gather all tables, figures, and required 
information necessary to execute the chosen 
ECO. 
Step 2: Go to Math Sciences to the TSO terminals. 
These are located on the south side of the 
room at the south end of the basement 
corridor. 
Step 3: Press the Return key and enter the following 
sequence. 
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IKJ54012A ENTER LOGON -
LOGON 
IKJ56100A ENTER USERIV -
U13155A 
ENTER CURRENT PASSWORD FOR U13155A -
EADC 
9 
U13155A LOGON IN PROGRESS AT 11:59:58 ON AUGUST 18, 1983 
AS OF AUGUST 15, 1983 ALL OUTPUT PRINTEV LOCALLY WILL BE SORTEV 
VIA THE ROOM PARAMETE OF JES. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONSULT THE 
AUGUST 7983 NEWSLETTER, PAGE 1. 
VATA SET STARTUP.CLIST NOT IN CATALOG OR CATALOG CAN NOT BE ACCESSEV 
REAVY. 
EXEC EADC.CLIST 
Step 5: Computer gives the following messages. 
Press Return when appropriate. 
FILE FT05F001 NOT FREEV, IS NOT ALLOCATEV 
FILE FT06F001 NOT FREEV, IS NOT ALLOCATEV 
FILE FT08F001 NOT FREEV, IS NOT ALLOCATEV 
THIS IS THE ENERGY ANALYSIS ANV VIAGNOSTIC CENTER'S PROGRAM 
TO CALCULATE STANVARV ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES. 
THE PROGRAM WILL PROMPT YOU FOR ALL THE NECESSARY INPUT. 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
************************************************************************* 
YOU MUST INPUT A BLANK SPACE 
BEFORE EACH VATA ENTRY 
ANV INCLUVE A VECIMAL POINT 
IN ALL NUMERICAL ANSWERS. 
************************************************************************* 
FOR EXAMPLE IF YOU WANT TO ENTER AN AIR PRESSURE OF 100 PSIG 
YOU WOULV PRESS THE SPACE BAR ANV THEN ENTER 100. WHEN YOU 
ARE ASKEV FOR A TYPE OF COMPRESSOR OR LAMP YOU SHOULV INPUT 
THE NAME. THE QUESTIONS OF TYPE ARE REQUESTING ALPHABETIC 
NOT NUMERIC ANSWERS. 
IF FOR SOME REASON THERE IS A NUMERICAL INPUT WHICH VOES NOT REQUIRE A 
VECIMAL POINT THE PROGRAM WILL TELL YOU NOT TO USE A DECIMAL. 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
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************************************************************************* 
THE EAVC ECO PROGRAM 
VOES NOT 
PROVIVE ANY FIGURES 
WHEN ASKEV TO INPUT DATA FROM A FIGURE YOU MUST EITHER 
HAVE TH~ FIGURE TO REFER TO OR THE REQUIREV INFORMATION 
COPIES OF THE FIGURES ARE PROVIVEV IN THE USER'S GUIVE 
************************************************************************* 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
ENTER 
1 
WHICH ECO WOULD YOU LIKE TO EXECUTE? 
1. OKLAHOMA GAS ANV ELECTRIC PEAKS PROGRAM 
2. REVUCE COMPRESSEV AIR PRESSURE TO THE MINIMUM REQUIREV 
3. MOVE AIR COMPRESSOR INTAKE TO COOLEST LOCATION 
4. NIGHT TIME SETBACK 
5. SWITCH TO ENERGY EFFICIENT FLUORESCENT BULBS 
6. SWITCHING TO MORE EFFICIENT LIGHT SOURCES (HG VAP TO HPS) 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, OR 6: 
WHICH ECO IN THE REPORT WILL THIS BE? 
ENTER 1 FOR FIRST, 2 FOR SECONV, 3 FOR THIRV, ETC. 
THIS NUMBER VOES NOT REQUIRE A VECIMAL POINT 
1 
After this question is answered, the computer will 
prompt for the required information for a given ECO. The 
required information is outlined in the following sections. 
Upon entering all of the required information, the computer 
will ask the following series. Enter each response exactly 
as it appears. 
1 1 
OSU5110 ENTER 5 VIGIT UCC PROJECT NUMBER: 
13155 
OSU512V ENTER 4 CHARACTER UCC PROJECT NUMBER PASSWORV: 
EADC 
JOB B13155J(JOB01250} SUBMITTEV 
WOULV YOU LIKE TO EXECUTE ANOTHER ECO? 
#SP765 JOB 1250 B13155J ENVEV CN(OO} 
NO (OR YES) 
THIS IS THE ENV OF THE EAVC ECO PROGRAM. 
YOU MAY PICK UP YOUR FINAL OUTPUT WITHIN 24 HOURS AT MATH SCIENCES. 
THE OUTPUT WILL BE LOCATEV IN THE NORTH ENV OF THE COMPUTER CENTER 
(WHERE THE LINE PRINTERS ARE) IN THE 'E' BIN ON THE NORTH WALL 
REAVY 
When asked "would you like to execute another ECO?," 
a "no" response causes termination of the program. To end the 
terminal session, type logoff when the ready prompt appears. 
B. OG&E PEAKS 
Required Information: 
• Number of air conditioning units 
• Full load amperage/running load amperage for each 
A/C unit 
• Voltage for each unit 
• Phase correction f actcr for each unit 
(1.0 for single phase, and 1,732 for 3 phase) 
• Rate of credit per KVA in $/KVA-month (Figure 1) 
• Number of months the credit is applicable 
Example 1 at the end of the user's guide provides a 
sample of the data input for an OG&E PEAKS program run. 
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR RATE OF CREDIT 
(1) Credit (if billed under either the R-1 or G-1 rate 
schedule): 
$2.62 per KVA of connected air conditioning compressor 
capacity per month for three months but not to exceed 
thirty percent (30%) of the consumer's bill, excluding 
the customer charge, before application cf the credit. 
(2) Credit (if billed under PL-1 rate schedule): 
$1.82 per KVA of connected air conditioning compressor 
capacity per month for three months but not to exceed 
thirty percent (30%) of the consumer's bill, excluding 
the customer charge, before application of the credit. 
Figure 1 
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C. Reduce Compressed Air to the Minimum Required 
Required Information: 
• Present air compressor discharge in PSIG 
• Type of compressor 
• Size of compressor in horsepower 
• Operating hours per year 
• Cost of electricity in $/KWH 
• Recommend air discharge pressure 
• The reduction in base horsepower from Figure 2 
• Percent (%) load factor 
Example 2 at the end of the user's guide provides 
a sample of the data input for the ECO, reducing compressed 
air to the minimum required. 
.... 















Reduction in Base Horsepower 
120 110 lDD 90 80 70 120 110 100 90 80 
LOWERED DISCHARGE PRESSURE, PSIG LOWERED DISCHARGE PRESSURE. PSIG 
Part A - Single Stage Reciprocating 
;ind Rotary Scr'w Compres.5ors 
Part B - Two St~.,e Reciprocating 
and Centrifu;;.;I Compressors 
Source: Energy Conservation Program Guide for 
Industry and Commerce, NBS Handbook 115 




D. Move Air Compressor Intake to Coolest Location 
Required Information: 
• Average Inside air temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 
• Average outside air temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 
• Compressor size in hp 
• Operating hours per year 
• Electricity cost in $/kwh 
• Percent (%) load on compressor 
• Duct work length in linear feet 
• The volume of air corresponding to T1 from column two, 
Figure 3 
• The volume of air corresponding to T2 from Figure 3 
• Cost in $/linear feet for insulated flexible duct with 
vinyl coated spring steel (or aluminum) 
• Labor cost in $/hr 
• Number of workers required 
• Number of hours workers should be employed on the job 
Example 3 at end of the user's guide provides a trial 
input procedure for moving an air compressor intake to the 
coolest location. 
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Change in Horsepower Requirements 
for Different Air Intake 
Temperatures 
Intake Volume 
Required to Deliver % HP Saving or 
Temperature of 

















925 7.5 Saving 
943 5.7 Saving 
962 3.8 Saving 
981 1 . 9 Saving 
1000 0 
1020 1 . 9 Increase 
1040 3.8 Increase 
1060 5.7 Increase 
1080 7.6 Increase 
1100 9.5 Increase 
Source: Energy Conservation Program Guide for 
Industry and Commerce, NBS Handbook 115 


















Existing level of temperature for space heating 
Heating unit efficiency 
Heating degree days for the area 
Natural gas cost in $/mcf 
Total area for conditioned space in square feet 
Energy used for space heating in million Btu/yr 
Degrees setback in degrees fahrenheit 
Energy savings in btu/ft2 year from Figure 4 
Number of channels on programmable 7-way sequencer 
Number of instruments (sequencers) required 
Instrument cost in dollars 
Total labor cost in $./hr-instrument 
Total labor hours per instrument 
Example 4 at the end of the user's guide provides 
a sample input trail for Night Setback. 
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Rc~d both J xes in ~ame order 
of m.ignitude in multiples SAVJNl. Btu PER SQ. FT. PER.. YE:.l-.R 


































































1.000 L _ _L. _ _1 __ ..L_..L..:J.._--1._~t__-.J.-__i'--L-~ 
Source: Guidelines for Saving Energy in Existing 
Buildings, ECM-1, FEA, 1975 
Figure 4.--Heating Energy Saved by Night Setback 
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F. Example Input 
1. OG&E PEAKS 
ENTER VALUES FOR THE FOLLCWING: 
NUMBER OF A/C UNITS 
THIS IS AN INTEGER - VO NOT USE A VECIMAL POINT!!! 
11 
THIS IS UNIT # 1 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 
YORK 




PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
1 .0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, AND 1 .132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1.732 
THIS IS UNIT #2 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 
LENNOX 




PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
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1 .0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, AND 1 .132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1.732 
THIS rs UNIT #4 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 
LENNOX 




PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
1 .0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, AND 1 .132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1.733 
THIS IS UNIT #5 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 
GE 




PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
1 .0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, AND 1 .132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1. 732 
THIS IS UNIT #6 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 
YORK 





PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
1 .0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, ANV 1 .132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1. 732 
THIS IS UNIT #1 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 
YORK 




PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
1. 0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, ANV 1 .132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1 • 732 
THIS IS UNIT #8 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 
LENNOX 




PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
1 .0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, ANV 1 .132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1 . 732 
THIS IS UNIT #9 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 




PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
1 .0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, ANV 1 .132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1 • 732 
THIS IS UNIT #10 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 
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PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
1.0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, ANO 1.132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1. 732 
THIS IS UNIT #11 
TYPE OF A/C UNIT 




PHASE CORRECTION FACTOR 
1 .0 FOR SINGLE PHASE, ANV 1 .132 FOR 3 PHASE 
1. 732 
RATE OF CREVIT PER KVA IN $/KVA-MONTH 
1.82 
# OF MONTHS THE CREVIT IS APPLICABLE 
3. 
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2. Reduce Compressed Air to the Minimum Required 
ENTER VALUES FOR THE FOLL<JJJING 
PRESENT AIR COMPRESSOR VISCHARGE IN PSIG 
160. 
TYPE OF COMPRESSOR 
Single Stage Reciprocating 
SIXE OF COMPRESSOR IN HORSEP<JJJER 
25. 
OPERATING HOURS PER YEAR 
8760. 
COST OF ELECTRICITY IN $/KWH 
.0288 
FUEL AVJUSTMENT COST FACTOR CHARGE IN $/KWH 
.00 
RECOMMENVEV AIR COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE 
120. 
INPUT THE REVUCTION IN BASE HORSEP<JJJER FROM FIGURE 2 
20. 
% LOAV FACTOR (I.E. 50.) 
so. 
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3. Move Air Compressor Intake to Coolest Location 
ENTER VALUES FOR THE FOLLCXJJING 
AVERAGE INSIVE AIR TEMPERATURE (T7) IN VEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
80. 
AVERAGE OUTSIVE AIR TEMPERATURE (T2) IN VEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
48. 
COMPRESSOR SIZE IN HP 
20. 
OPERATING HOURS PER YEAR 
1150. 
ELECTRICITY COST IN $/KJJJH 
.0523 
% LOAV ON COMPRESSOR 
75. 
VUCT-WORK LENGTH IN LINEAR FEET 
20. 
FROM THE SECOND COLUMN IN FIGURE 3 INPUT THE VOLUME OF AIR CORRESPONDING 
TO T7 
FOR EXAMPLE THE VOLUME OF AIR CORRESPONDING TO 60 DEGREES WOULV BE 987 
1020. 
FROM FIGURE ~ INPUT THE VOLUME OF AIR CORRESPONDING TO T2 
952. 
COST IN $/LINEAR FT FOR INSULATEV FLEXIBLE VUCT WITH VINYL COATEV SPRING 
STEEL (OR ALUMINUM) 
2.50 
# OF GRILLES REQUIREV 
2. 
COST PER GRILLE IN VOLLARS 
23. 
LABOR COST IN $/HR 
10.00 
NUMBER OF WORKERS REQUIREV 
2. 
NUMBER OF HOURS WORKERS SHOULV BE EMPLOYEV ON JOB 
8.0 
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4. Night Setback 
ENTER VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING: 
EXISTING LEVEL OF TEMPERATURE FOR SPACE HEATING 
70. 
HEATING UNIT EFFICIENCY IN PERCENT (I.E. 80.) 
80. 
HEATING VEGREE VAYS FOR THE AREA 
3680. 
NATURAL GAS COST IN $/MCF 
2.9965 
TOTAL AREA FOR CONVITIONEV SPACE IN SQUARE FEET 
199500. 
ENERGY USEV FOR SPACE HEATING IN MILLION BTU/YR 
FROM THE NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION GRAPHS 
FOR EXAMPLE 103,000,000 BTU/YR YOU WOULV INPUT AS 103 
20000. 
VEGREES SETBACK IN VEGREES F 
15. 
ENERGY SAVINGS IN BTU/SQ.FT.-YR FROM FIGURE 4 
35000. 
NUMBER OF CHANNELS ON PROGRAMMABLE 1 VAY SEQUENCER 
8. 
NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS (SEQUENCERS) REQUIREV 
4. 
INSTRUMENT COST IN VOLO,RS 
550. 
TOTAL LABOR COST IN VOLLARS/HOUR PER INSTRUMENT 
15. 
TOTAL LABOR HOURS PER INSTRUMENT 
16. 
SECTION 3 
CREATING A NEW TSO FILE 
ADDING MORE ECO'S 
A. ALTERING THE DRIVER FILE 
B. CREATING NEW FORTRAN MEMBERS 
CREATING A NEW TSO FILE 
A backup card file was created to enable reloading of 
the TSO program. This would be necessary if any of the pro-
gram were accidentally erased or tampered. The purpose of the 
punched card deck is to enable the program to be quickly 
brought back on line for use. It eliminates the necessity of 
reentering each program line individually. 
The new file is created using one of the IBM-TSO util-
ities called TSO Build. The TSO Build utility creates a TSO 
data set from a punched card deck. The control cards necessary 
to execute TSO Build are provided in Appendix G. 
ADDING MORE ECO'S 
The Program may be expanded to include more standardized 
forms. To accomplish this alterations are required in the 
driver file and a new Fortran file member must be created for 
each ECO. The necessary steps for adding a new ECO are out-
lined below, and the commands for editing procedures are pro-
vided in Appendix 4. 
A. Altering the Driver File 
(1) Type: LOGON U13155A 














Expand the menu list (currently lines 510-580) 
Add an IF-THEN-ELSE clause 
to accommodate the expanded menu. For example 
these lines would be added between 830 and 840 
e IF &ANS1 = 7 THEN DO 
e CALL EADC.LOAD (YOURECO) 
• END 
• ELSE DO 
Creating New Fortran Members 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
TYPE: LOGON U13155A 
PROMPT FOR PASSWORD 
TYPE: EADC 
READY PROMPT 
TYPE: EDIT EADC.CNTL 
MEMBER NOT FOUND 
ASSUMED TO BE NEW 
INPUT 00010 
(YOURECO) 
(4) ENTER THE FORTRAN PROGRAM 
If mistakes are made, the program may be edited 
using the commands in Appendix H. 
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(5) After the program is entered, while still in the 
edit mode, 
Type SUBMIT 
Type END ~A VE 
(6) The new FORTRAN member must be put into a LOAD 
MODULE. To do this 
Type: EXEC U13155A.EADC.CNTL (Member Name) 
(7) The program is now ready to be used. 
SECTION 4 
SAMPLES 
A. OG&E PEAKS 
B. REDUCE COMPRESSED AIR TO MINIMUM REQUIRED 
C. MOVE AIR COMPRESSOR INTAKES TO COOLEST LOCATION 
D. NIGHT SETBACK 
31 
ECO # 1 
TITLE: OG&E "PEAKS" PROGRAM FOR A/C LOAD SHEDDING 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
OG&E HAS RECENTLY COME UP WITH A NEW ENERGY CONSERVATION 
OPPORTUNITY OF APPLYING FOR "RIDER FOR LOAD CONTROL (PEAKS 
PROGRAM)." 
ACCORDING TO THIS PROGRAM, OG&E WILL INSTALL A DEVICE TO SHED A/C 
LOAD BY INTERRUPTING ELECTRIC SERVICE TO THE AIR CONDITIONING 
COMPRESSOR FOR PERIODS OF NO MORE THAN SEVEN AND ONE-HALF MINUTES 
OF EACH THIRTY MINUTE PERIOD DURING PEAK LOAD PERIODS, GENERALLY 
PERIODS WITH AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OF 95 DEGREES F AND ABOVE, FROM 
JUNE 15 TO SEPTEMBER 15 
THE INCENTIVE FOR THIS PROGRAM IS A CREDIT GIVEN ON THE CUSTOMERS 
BILLS FOR THE THREE REVENUE MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, AND 
SEPTEMBER. THE INFORMATION ON THE RATE OF CREDIT IS GIVEN ON A 
SEPARATE SHEET ENCLOSED HEREWITH. 
EXPERIENCE SHOWS THAT THE CYCLING WILL NOT CAUSE ANY APPRECIABLE 
LOSS IN COMFORT. 
REQUIRED INFORMATION: 
A/C UNIT(S) FLA/RLA* VOLTAGE PHASE** 
(A) ( B) CORRECTION KVA= 
FACTOR (C) (A)X(B)X(C)/1000 
YORK 19.9 208. 1.7320 7.17 
YORK 19.9 208. 1.7320 7.17 
LENNOX 21.3 208. 1.7320 7.67 
LENNOX 21.3 208. 1.7320 7.67 
GE 30.0 208. 1.7320 10.81 
YORK 32.0 208. 1.7320 11.53 
YORK 32.0 208. 1.7320 11.53 
LENNOX 21.4 208. 1.7320 7.71 
13.7 208. 1.7320 4.94 
15.0 208. 1.7320 5.40 
15.0 208. 1.7320 5.40 
TOTAL KVA= 87.00 
CALCULATIONS: (FOR SAVINGS) 
32 
PAGE 2 
(TOTAL KVA OF CONNECTED A/C CAPACITY) X (RATE OF CREDIT/KVA) 
X (# OF MONTHS THE CREDIT IS APPLICABLE) 
= ( 87.00 KVA) X ($ 1.82 KVA-MONTH) 
X ( 3. MONTHS/YEAR) 
= $ 475.03 /YR 
CALCULATIONS: (FOR COST OF IMPLEMENTATION) 
SINCE THERE IS NO COST OF IMPLEMENTATION, THE PAYBACK PERIOD IS 
IMMEDIATE. 
* FLA/RLA = FULL LOAD AMPERAGE/RUNNING LOAD AMPERAGE. 
** 1.732 FOR 3 PHASE AND l FOR SINGLE PHASE 
ECO # 2 
EPIC ECO CODE 32.l 
TITLE: REDUCE THE PRESSURE OF COMPRESSED AIR TO THE MINIMUM REQUIRED. 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
THE AUDIT TEAM FEELS THAT YOUR AIR PRESSURE COULD BE LOWERED 
WITHOUT CAUSING OPERATING PROBLEMS. A REDUCTION IN AIR PRESSURE 
TO THE MINIMUM REQUIRED LEVEL REDUCES CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY OF 
THE ELECTRICAL MOTOR DRIVING THE COMPRESSOR. IN YOUR CASE WE 
RECOMMEND YOU GO FROM 160. TO 120. PSIG, FOR WHICH CALCULATIONS 
HAVE BEEN MADE TO SHOW THE SAVINGS. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
GIVEN: 
(1) PRESENT AIR COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE : 160. PSIG 
(2) TYPE OF COMPRESSOR : SINGLE STAGE RECIPROCATING 
(3) SIZE (HP) OF COMPRESSOR : 25. HP 
(4) OPERATING HOURS PER YEAR : 8760. HRS 
(5) COST OF ELECTRICITY : $.02880/KWH 
(6) FUEL ADJUSTMENT COST FACTOR CHARGE : $.00000/KWH 
(7) RECOMMENDED AIR COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE : 120. PSIG 
(8) LOAD FACTOR : 50.0% 
CALCULATIONS (FOR ENERGY AND $ SAVINGS) 
(1) FOR A RECOMMENDED AIR COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE OF 120. 
PSIG (IE, A REDUCTION OF (160. - 120. = 40.PSIG) FIG (1) GIVES A 
REDUCTION IN BASE HORSEPOWER OF 20.0 % 
(2) EFFECTIVE COST OF ELECTRICITY: 
= (COST OF ELECTRICITY) + (FUEL ADJUSTMENT FACTOR CHARGE) 
= ( $ • 0 2 8 8 0 • KWH ) + ( $ • 0 0 0 0 0 /KWH) 
= $ .02880 /KWH 
(3) SAVINGS IN ENERGY (KWH): 
= (% HP SAVINGS/100) X (COMPRESSOR HP) X (OPERATING HRS/YR) 
X (CONVERSION FACTOR FOR HP TO KW) X (LOAD FACTOR) 
= ( 20.0 /100) X ( 25. HP) X (8760. HRS/YR.) 
X (0.746 KW/HP) (50.0%) 
= 16337. KWH/YR 
(4) SAVINGS IN ENERGY (BTU): 
= (SAVINGS IN KWH/YR) X (CONVERSION FACTOR) 
= 16337. KWH/YR) X (3412 BTU/KWH) 
= 55743152. BTU/YR. 
(5) SAVINGS IN DOLLARS 
= (SAVINGS IN KWH) X (EFFECTIVE COST OF ELECTRICITY) 
= $ 470.52 /YR 
CALCULATIONS (FOR IMPLEMENTATION COST): 
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SINCE THERE IS NO COST OF IMPLEMENTATION, 
IMMEDIATE. 
THE PAYBACK IS 
ECO # 3 
(EPIC ECO CODE 32.21) 
TITLE: INSTALL COMPRESSOR AIR INTAKE IN COOLEST LOCATIONS 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
BY INSTALLING THE INTAKE DUCT FOR AN AIR COMPRESSOR IN THE 
COOLEST LOCATIONS, ONE CAN HAVE H.P. SAVINGS, THEREBY REDUCING 
THE CONSUMPTION OF THE ENERGY FOR THE PRIME MOVER. USUALLY IT IS 
THE SAVING IN ELECTRICAL ENERGY OF THE MOTORS DRIVING THE 
COMPRESSOR. THIS ENERGY SAVING POTENTIAL IS DUE TO THE FACT THAT 
THE COMPRESSOR IS REQUIRED TO DO LESS WORK IN ORDER TO COMPRESS A 
CERTAIN AMOUNT OF AIR AT A LOWER TEMPERATURE HAVING A SMALLER 
VOLUME THAN TO COMPRESS THE SAME AMOUNT OF AIR AT A HIGHER 
VOLUME. THIS CAN BE DONE EASILY BY INSTALLING AN AIR INTAKE DUCT 




AVERAGE INSIDE AIR TEMP. (Tl): 80. DEG F 
AVERAGE OUTSIDE AIR TEMP. (T2): 48. DEG F 
COMPRESSOR SIZE: 20.0 HP. 
OPERATION HOURS: 1150. HRS/YR 
ELECTRICITY COST : $ 0.0523 /KWH 
% LOAD ON COMPRESSOR: 75. % 
MEASURED: 
DUCT-WORK LENGTH: 20.0 FT. 
CALCULATIONS (FOR ENERGY AND$ SAVINGS): 
(1) REFERRING TO FIG.(l) UNDER THE SECOND COLUMN (WITH THE 
HEADING: INTAKE VOLUME REQUIRED TO DELIVER 1000 CUBIC FEET 
OF FREE AIR AT 70 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT), THE CORRESPONDING 
VOLUMES OF AIR CAN BE FOUND AT Tl = 80. DEGREES F AND T2 = 
48. DEGREES F AS 1020. CUBIC FEET AND 952. CUBIC FEET 
RESPECTIVELY. 
(2) SAVINGS IN ENERGY: 
=(INTAKE VOL. AT Tl - INTAKE VOL. AT T2)/ 
(INTAKE VOL. AT Tl) X 100% 
((1020. - 952.)/(1020.)) x 100 
= 6.7 % HP SAVING. 
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(3) SAVINGS IN KWH 
= ( 6.7 % HP SAVINGS) X (%LOAD) X (COMPRESSOR SIZE) X 
(0.746 KW/HP) X (OPERATING HOURS/YEAR) 
= ( 6.7/100) X (75./100) X ( 20.0 HP)'X (0.746 KW/HP.) 
X (1150. HRS/YR) 
= 858. KWH/YR 
(4) SAVINGS IN BTU: 
= 858. KWH/YR) X (3412 BTU/KWH) 
= 3. MILLION BTU/YR 
(5) SAVINGS IN $: 
= (KWH/YR SAVED) X (ELECTRICITY COST) 
= 858. KWH/YR) X ($ 0.0523/KWH) 
= $ 44.87/YR 
CALCULATIONS (FOR IMPLEMENTATION COST): 
(1) MATERIAL COST: FOR THE AIR INTAKE DUCT WORK, 
INSULATED FLEXIBLE DUCT WITH VINYL COATED SPRING STEEL 
(OR ALUMINUM) CAN BE USED WHICH COSTS ABOUT $ 2.50/ 
LINEAR FT AND 2. GRILLE(S) WOULD COST APPROXIMATELY $ 
46. AT $ 23.0 /GRILLE. 
(2) LABOR COST:· FOR THE INSTALLATION OF THE DUCT, 2. 
PERSON(S) MAY BE EMPLOYED AT $ 10./HR FOR ABOUT 8. 
HOURS. 
(3) HENCE TOTAL COST = MATERIAL COST + LABOR COST 
=(DUCT COST/LINEAR FT) X (TOTAL LINEAR FT) + 
(# GRILLES) X (COST OF GRILLE) + (# OF LABORERS) 
X (# OF HRS. WORKED) X (WAGE/HR) 
=($ 2.50/LINEAR FT) X ( 20.0 FT) + (2. GRILLES) 
X ($ 46. GRILLE) + (2. LABORERS) X ($ 10./HR) 
X(8. HRS) 
= $ 256.00 
CALCULATION (FOR PAYBACK): 
(I) SIMPLE PAYBACK = TOTAL COST $ /ANNUAL $ SAVINGS 
= 256.00/ 44.87 
= 5.7 YRS 
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NOTE: IN SOME CASES A DAMPER IS REQUIRED SO THAT THE INSIDE 
AIR IS USED IN THE SUMMER IF IT IS COOLER THAN OUTSIDE 
TITLE: NIGHT-SETBACK 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
ECO # 4 
EPIC CODE #63.44 
ENERGY AND THEREBY $ SAVINGS CAN BE REALIZED BY HAVING A NIGHT 
SETBACK. THIS CAN BE DONE EASILY BY INSTALLING A SEVEN DAY 24 
HOURS/DAY PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMATIC NIGHT SETBACK TIMER TO CONTROL 
THE THERMOSTATS. DURING THE HEATING SEASON, THE TIMER CAN BE SET 
AT 68 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT FOR NORMAL WORKING (OR OCCUPIED) HOURS 
AND AT 50 DEGREES (OR LOWER) DURING UNOCCUPIED HOURS (EVENINGS & 
WEEKENDS) SINCE THE AIR HANDLING UNITS WOULD BE HEATING TO A 
LOWER TEMPERATURE, LESS ENERGY WOULD BE USED. 
MOREOVER, DURING HOT DAYS OF SUMMER, THE TEMPERATURE CAN BE SET 
FOR AIR CONDITIONERS AT THE NORMAL 78 DEGREES FOR 
WORKING/OCCUPIED HOURS AND AT SOME TEMPERATURE HIGHER THAN 78 
DEGREES FOR UNOCCUPIED HOURS. HOWEVER, THE SELECTION FOR THIS 
HIGHER TEMPERATURE IS SOMETIMES DEPENDENT UPON FACTORS LIKE 
DEGREE OF HUMIDITY REQUIREMENT, ETC. THE SAVINGS WOULD BE 
DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO THE SETTING OF THIS TEMPERATURE CHOSEN 
FOR THE SUMMER. 
FOR YOUR SYSTEM. OF PRESENT OPERATING CONDITIONS, CALCULATIONS 
HAVE BEEN MADE TO SHOW THE SAVINGS ONLY DURING THE HEATING 
SEASON. HOWEVER, TOTAL SAVINGS WOULD BE EVEN GREATER, DEPENDING 
UPON THE SET-UP TEMPERATURE CHOSEN FOR SUMMER 
REQUIRED DATA: 
GIVEN: 
(1) YOUR EXISTING LEVEL OF TEMP. FOR SPACE HEATING: 70. DEG. F 
(2) HEATING UNIT EFFICIENCY: 80. % 
(3) HEATING DEGREE DAYS FOR YOUR AREA: 3680. 
(4) NATURAL GAS COST: $ 2.997 /MCF 
(5) YOUR TOTAL AREA FOR CONDITIONED SPACE: 199500.SQ. FT. 
CALCULATIONS (FOR ENERGY AND $ SAVINGS) 
(1) FROM YOUR NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION GRAPH (PROVIDED IN THE 
BEGINNING OF THIS REPORT), THE PRESENT ENERGY USED FOR YOUR SPACE 
HEATING HAS BEEN READ AS 20000.0 MILLION BTU/YR 
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(2) YOUR PRESENT AVERAGE HEATING CONSUMPTION PER SQUARE FT. 
= (ENERGY USED FOR SPACE HEATING) / (CONDITIONED SPACE AREA) 
= ( 20000.0 MILLION BTU/YR.) / ( 199500. SQ FT) 
= 100251. BTU/YR-SQ FT 
(3) FOR 3680. HEATING DEGREE DAYS AND 15. DEGREES FAHRENHEIT OF 
SETBACK AND FOR YOUR PRESENT AVERAGE HEATING CONSUMPTION PER SQ 
FT OF 100251. BTU/SQ FT-YR; THE GRAPH OF FIG.(l) READS AN ENERGY 
SAVING OF 35000. BTU/SQ FT-YR'. 
(4) YOUR ACTUAL ANNUAL ENERGY SAVINGS WOULD, THEREFORE, BE 
= (ENERGY SAVINGS READ FROM GRAPH) X (CONDITIONED SPACE AREA} 
/(HEATING UNIT EFFICIENCY) 
= ( 35000. BTU/SQ FT-YR} X ( 199500. SQ FT) 
/(80. %} = 8728. MILLION BTU 
(5) SAVINGS IN NATURAL GAS 
= (SAVINGS IN BTU} X (CONVERSION FACTOR) 
= (8728. MILLION BTU/YR) X (1 MCF/MILLION BTU) 
= 8728. MCF/YR 
· (6) SAVINGS IN DOLLARS 
= (GAS SAVINGS) X (GAS COST) 
= (8728. MCF/YR} X ($ 2.997 /MCF) 
= $ 26154. /YR 
CALCULATIONS (FOR IMPLEMENTATION COST}: 
(1) INSTRUMENT COST: FOR YOUR SYSTEM A NIGHT SETBACK SEQUENCES 7 
DAY PROGRAMMABLE 8. CHANNEL VERSION WOULD COST YOU APPROXIMATELY 
$ 550.00 
(2) LABOR COST: FOR INSTALLATION PURPOSES, SOME MATERIAL AND 
LABOR WOULD BE REQUIRED WHICH IS ESTIMATED TO BE APPROXIMATELY 
$ 240.00 
(3) COST PER SEQUENCER = INSTRUMENT COST + LABOR COST 
= ($ 550.00) + (16.0 HRS.)($ 15.00 /HOUR) 
= 790.00 PER SEQUENCER AND 4. SEQUENCER(S) ARE REQUIRED 
TOTAL COST = (COST PER SEQUENCER) X (# SEQUENCERS REQUIRED) 
TOTAL COST = 790.00 X 4. 
= 3160.00 
CALCULATIONS (FOR PAYBACK) 
SIMPLE PAYBACK = (TOTAL COST IN $) / (ANNUAL SAVINGS) 
= ($ 3160.00) I ($ 26154. /YR) 
= 0.1 YRS 
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NOTE: THE CALCULATED PAYBACK PERIOD WOULD BECOME EVEN LESS IF WE 
ADDED THE SAVINGS IN THE COOLING SEASON TO THE ANNUAL DOLLAR 
SAVINGS. 
CONCLUSION 
This research resulted in an interactive computer 
program which incorporated word processing. The output of 
the program provides energy conservation opportunities for 
a specific industry. There are three main benefits of the 
program. It reduces time spent by the Energy Analysis and 
Diagnostic Center in preparing standardized ECO's. It also 
eliminates typing time on the standardized EC0 1 s. Further-
more, it minimizes the time spent by EADC staff members 
preparing the ECO's, leaving more time for them to spend 
researching new energy conservation opportunities. 
Several areas could be looked at for further research 
on this project. The computer program could be expanded to 
include the remaining standardized forms. In addition, the 
project could be rewritten in a different computer language 
as new languages are developed which incorporate both word 
processing and advanced computational capabilities. The 
IBM/370 was selected for their project over other possible 
computers because of its quality of print. When the Indus-
trial Engineering Department acquires printer types other 
than dot matrix the project could be transferred to a micro 
computer within the department for easy access. 
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... · .. ~-.· . ._. ., :.-:::."":.-.::'-'-,. - -~---.-·.·;-~;·· 
OOlOCGNTf<CL PFOMPT 
_Q02Q.FF;EE f!L EC FTC5F901, FTC6F001 • Fli._8Eilil__"'--"----------------------
0030ALLGC CA C *I FILE( FT OS FOO 1 l SrlR 
0040ALLOC CA(* I FlLE(=TQ6F CCll SHR 
OOSOALLOC f[(FT08F0011 01\( 'U13155A.scr::rpT.D.ATAIJ Sl-P 








0070BEGIN: WRITE THIS THE ENERGr ANALYSIS AND DIAGl'JJSJIC CE'iTER 15 
0080WFI TE PROGRAM TO CALCULATE STAND AFC: ENERGY CCNSERVATlON 
0:090WRITE CFFCRTUNITlES. Trc PROGRAM WILL FPCMl=l YOU FOR ALL 
al oows;r TE 1HE NECESSARY INF LT. 
OlOlwRITE 0 l 0 2W R ( ·'-'=E------------------------------------------
01 03W RITE 
0104'ftRIT~ 
OlOSwF:ITE 
01 .. 06iflJ~I TE FP·E~S PETUP.N TO CCl\RlNJE 
0107REAO &FESPO 
0 1a8N E wP A ( E 
Ol 20W RI TE *****+: *******:c******** ·!,t*** i :t *********'*'** :t****'*********·~------O l 2f1WR ITE -
014-0w~ITE YOU MUST !~PUT A ELANK SPACE 
Gl=O~RITE BEFCFE EACH CATA E~T~Y 
0 l = 1 W F: I TE AN D INCL UDE A DEC I M A.!..__E_O~I--'=N,_,T ________________ _ 
)152\llRITE I'4 ALL NU"4ER ICAL ~NSW~RSe 
0 l.cO•R I TE 
J 170WRlTE "'*****,.******.*'**'***********'*'"****'fl**-****'*.************** 
0 19.0WF.I T."-'E=-----~--=------~---:::--==-=---==c-::=-=--=-----=---=-=-:~--=-=-=-:=----:~-----
J 20 uW RI TE FCJ~ EXAMPLE IF YOU WANT TC Ef'Tl::~ AN AI!=< PR'.::SSUR".: JF 100 
J2l0',i1RITE f:) r C: YOU WOULD PRESS T-iE SPACE 8.~P AND Ti-'EN FNTER 
0220WF< lTE 1 ., ~ • WHEN YOU APE AS l<ED FCf;. A TY FE OF CO ,_.PR ES SOR 
J230i.tF'ITE LAMP YOU SHOULD INPUT THE l'J'\~E. THE CLJ':'.STIONS 
l24<1\ti:::ITE C> 1YD': \Rr REQ.UEST !NG A;_PHAAF'!C NOT Nl,.r.'i::"PIC ANSWERS. 
J,:'>5il1\.;, !TE 
J-:26·.--0 .;r.;) I. r-":. 




) 2 7 0 \\R IT: 
~:= Pf.1F '3GMf: i~EASCN THERF IS ,\ :F.;;"1C~ lCAL H ~LT Wrl!CH 
C _.: ,'lCT RE Ji.JI.RE ~ DECL'-1,.lL FCINT THE PROGPAM WILL TELL 
~c~ NOT TO USE A CECIM~L. 
J2 8 OWR ITE P•· ESS P ETU~ N TD C C NTI NUE 
l290READ &~C:SF 
030'0N E.W'> AGE 
l310:WFHTE 
)32t1'.11 i:; I TE 
)320~RITE ~*********************~*************~*****~***************•******• 
J.340WR ITE 
'.J3 5 Ctv FIT~ 
l360\\R l TE 
l370w:F!T E 
>380 wR IT:: 
~l~3_9_0_'1A_R_·.~I_T~E~· _____ w_H_E ___ =N_. =A~S_l<~ED ·re INPUT CATA F1=CM A FIC:t..RE YOU MUST ETTt-f~F ____ _ 
)400'.liRITS Hi\VE THE FIGURE TO REFER TO OR THE PEQUIRED INFCR~ATICN 
)41 OWRI TE 
)420WRITE 
l430W FI TE 





0480WR rTE PRESS RETURN TO CCNTlNUE 
.f.l.490READ &.FFSP2 
;) 5 C \l NE \WP A G f 
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05 lO<NR ITE •h [CH ECO WOUL) 'l'CU LI <E TO EXECUir::'.? 
iJ!:?O~RITE l• OKLAl-'Oll~ GAS ANO ELECTf:IC PEAKS PROGRAM 
_Q.5_,3Q~R ITE 2. R=)uc== CCMPRESSl=O np PRl=SSURF JC JHE MitJI MUM PCQLJ IRE[)__ 
054-0~fHTE 3e MOVE AIR COMPRESSOR INTAKE TO CCOLES'T LOCATION 
OSSO ~R ITE 4. NIGHT TI f'E SETe ACK 
0560aRlTE 5. SWITCH TC El\ERGY EFFICIENT FLUORESCE.NT BULBS 
Q57Q.~RfTE 6. SwITCHING IO MORf_EEFICIENT L IGt-1 SOLRCES CHG VAP TC HFSli 
05SOwf:ITENF ENTER l, 21 31 4, 5, CR 6: 
0590READ i;./.'~S 1 
Jo a 0 I F & A l"4 ~ 1 = 1 TH EN D c 
0€10CALL EADCeLOA PA 
06'20END 
0630ELSE DC 
06 4 0 l F &A NS l = 2 T·E N D C 
~6~-· --~~~J .. il~. l 55 A eEA_C~~ruA.l R."-'· C""'O"'-"'MCLP_• J,__• ________________ _ 
066>) END 
<J6711 ELSr= DC 
0680 fF &ANSl ~ 3 TH~!\ DO 
~I) f".ALL l:'AOC.LJAC<CC~PINf 
il700 END 
D710 ELS~ DO 
0720 IF &ANSt = 4 THEN DO 
QJ-3.J CALl F ADC. LOAC (SETBAQU. ________________ _ 
J74.0 ENJ 
1750 ELSE D 0 
0760 IF &At~Sl : 5 THEN DC 
Cl 7 7 0 CALL E.A CC. LC !.D ( EL U CR > 
07E.O END 
0790 ELSE DO 
0800 IF &.ANSl = E TrEN CC 
1fLlO C/\LL EAC~.-·L_._o~A~D~·~< _L_r~"-· J:~T~S-·~·---------------
c E2 0 ENO 
0 8 3 o E LS= ') 'J 









J91.JU L;IT! •R II=: WOUL) YOU LI KE TO EXECUTE ANOTrEF" ECO? 
::l920READ &~NS2 
3930 IF &ANS2 = YES THEN DC 
IJ':t40 GOTC BEGl N 
1950 El'<C 
'.l9€0: ELSE DO 
[9-70' . (OTO F I Nl S:f 
J<;EO ~NC 
'.l990WRONG! \\RITE YOU HAV!:: ~ADE Ml INV.OLIO CHOICE 
l '.lCn 'llFITE DO YOU WA/\T TC REIU~N 10 Tl-ii:: EEGINING AND TRY /J,GAr N? 
~1 0 R E,OC C:ANS3 
l020 IF &ANS 3 = YES Tf'"EN DC 





LOS>1FINISH: lli~lTE THIS IS Tt-E ENO CF ThE EACC ECO PROGRAM. YOU MAY 
l090'.llRITE PICK UP YOUR FINAL OUTPUT l\ITHIN 24. HOURS AT MATH SCIENCES. 
LO~lw~ITE 1HE OUTPUT wILL BE LCCATED IN THE NORT~ 
~~EUTE CENTER (WHERE THE LINE PRI!STERS ARF> IN 
l093>WRlTE ~'OPTr WALL 
t.OS4SUBM[T 'Ul:'.3155AeSCR I?T1CNTL' 
ll.0-0FREE FTLE(FTOSFOQl, FTCEFOCl. FTll~FOOl) 
LU!lE=N~,D~-
END OF THE COMPUTER 
THE ICI BIN ON THE 
APPENDIX B 



















Used to specify input and output 
files or to assign a file number 
to a dataset. 
Allee F1(FT08F001) DA('U13155A.SCRIPT. 
DATA)SHR assigns file number 8 to a 
dataset named U13155A.SCRIPT.DATA. 
This enables us to write to that file 
by using the command WRITE (8,100) 
where 8 is the file number and 100 is 
the format statement number. 
Used to load and execute a program. 
The program being called must be in 
load module form. 
Is used to release the allocated 
datasets that are no longer required. 
Produces unconditional branching 
in the program. 
Specifies a condition, tests the 
condition and then takes action 
according to the results of the 
test. 
Moves the cursor to the top of a 
new page. 
Is used to input variables' values 
from the terminal. Recognizable 
values are 
• a character string 
• a quoted string 
• a parenthesized string 
• null values indicated by 
two adjacent commas (,,) 
or quotes (") 
Sends text to the terminal screen. 
Can be used for messages or prompts. 
The WRITE comma.nd specifies that 
the cursor move to a new line after 
the text is displayed. 
Also sends text to the screen but 
the cursor does not move to a new 
line after displaying text. 
APPENDIX C 
FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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'*TSO FoRi=Gi;ouND t-APDCOPY ~'!~* 
IA.ME=J 13l5SA.E~C C. Cl.J T_ (PE ftKS 
11.3155 J JOB (?, 4: 44-33-6666 l ,_ t CADC' •TIME=( 0 .40 J 1CLA SS=A, MSG CL ASS=X l')<!'JC'JOl t'.l 
1ASS\ltGRD 1 1cn.00020 
EXEC FORTVCL,REGION.FORT=lOOOK nc000030 
ORT.SYSIN cc * ncooo040 
CHARACTEF*8 TYPE(20 I DCCOOOSO 
DIMJ:NSIOI\ AC 20 141 l"nQ0~06fl 
SUM=O •· IJ(Hlr.0061 
wl=llTE(61JClJ '.\COOQIJ62 
Jl FORMATfl(x .•. •wHICH E.CO IN THE REPCRT WIL..L.. THIS EE1 1 ./,. 1COCl'lC62 
l lQX •':=NIE l = OR ='T S!ST, 2 FOR S~C.JN C • 3 _EQR TH IR C • FTC' .I• f'\CQOiH)..£A 
1 l 1.> X , •TH I ~ r- U MB E R D Ol~:.:; tlO T RE QU I RE A CE C I f<I AL.. F 0 I NT ' ) I') c; l'l (' 0 C 6 5 
REA0(5,*I NUM 0000006€ 
10 ~RITE{6,211 0000007~ 
20 E OR MAT ( 1 r x' I ENTER VALUES FCR THE FCLLOr'i I NG! t I ~ qooan 
WRITEC6~~5~ ~0000090 
25 FCRMAT flOX, 'NUMBER JF A/C U"t• LT5 ',/, O<'.CQOtO.O 
ll0)(, 1THI~ IS AN INTEGER- CC NOT l.SE A DECIMAL POINT •) "00C0105 
__ B_EA O! 5 •* J --~-'-lC.Qf'!'ll 2 Q 
DC 65 I = 1 , N ".! 0 () C <'.) 130 
wR.I TE( 6, 2".l I I :ini;i no 12 1 
2.:; FC~~AT(l('t<.•THfS rs UMIT II '.I2t ~('!)!"11'\r32 
w ,.. I T = ' 6 I -: . 1 l " ., '" c ... 1 4 1 
3V FG.f;i'«~T.{l.(X, 'lYPE GF ~/: l.NfT'J ~o;J("·'"l15t'\ 
i:tEAots •. :::e:> TvPr::<r• ~coooioo 
35 FCRtv'AT(Ae) 'lCOC017Q 
WR I.TE ( 6 • lL). t "CO 0 .a..L8l1 
4 1) FCRf'ATClCx.•FL"/r<L:\ (FULL LO;!.D AMPEF=AGE/R:J'JNING LCAD A..,PEP:\GEtt I l)C000190 
~EAU(S,*I ~(I.l> 100102~0 
wi:;r TE<6. !:J> -''l<'O<ll')210 
50 F0kt1AT(l0X, 'YClLT,\GE' l 'lCOCC220 
f:;FAD(5•*> A.(J,2l 00000230 
'lt; .. PITE(6,60 r 'lCOC024-0 
60 FORMAT { 1ox .• 'PHASE CORP::::::TTGN =ACTOR f ,J .10x. ~0000 25n 
1 •·1.0 FOR.SINGLE PHA:SE. ANa·r.732 ECF 3 PHASE• TOOC!'26Q 
P EA C( 5 , * I A ( I, 3 t ~ 0 0 C 02 7 J'.l 
Allt41 = ACI.ll*A(!121*ACI,3>/10CO. l"COC0300 
SUM = SUtv' + A( It4 J l'.'0!11')0301 
65 CCNT!Nl£ "!0000202 
WRITE(.6 ,70.f 00000~.·15 
70 FORMAT (l(X,. •PATE OF CFE'') IT PEO KVA [!'< $/KVA-MONTh•) 00000320 
READ (5,. *) 8 f1tJQ(l•J331 
li!tRI. JF < 6 .En..t oanco34_11 
BO FnRMATc1rx,•u CF MONTHS T~E C~EDIT rs APPLICALBE'• ~o~C0351 
~FAD (5 • * I C '.1CO f!O ~6f) 
lllRITE(8e2lO> NUM 0'1!;C040C 
10 EO.i:tMATC•.AC e•.1.•.LL.. zo•.1.•.TM 6•.;,•.er.i 6•,/, ()(':("1)0410 
r f .• cE. ECO It • • 12 .1. •.sK ·2' ,/. 'lQO 0:042:0 
l'TITLE: CG&-E "PEAKS'• PROGRAM FOR A/C LOAD Sl-:EDDif'>G' ,/, ')0000430 
1' .SK l ' •I• OCOC(l 440 
1 •.l...P EXECUTIVE SV.fttMARY:. 1 0/1 f!00:>045..!:l 
1 •.SK 2•,1. •.IN +5 I,/, !"!QOl"\0460 
l 10G&E hA~ PEC::::NTLY COME UP WITH A NE'li i::'.NEPGY CON!:ERVATION 1 t/t 10011047<! 
1 'GPFORTl..t·d TY OF APPLY ING FCP ••RIDER FCR L'.JAD CCNTROL' ,/, "'101)0480; 
1 1 (PEAKS i::i;;cGF<AM>. 1••,/J 'lCrl'.'.'~9.~ 
wRl TE< a .c.20 • aca en 50 o 
20 FGRfllAT( 1 13K t•,/, l'HJOOOSl.O: 
l*AC.CORDI.NG TO THfS P~OGRAM. O::i&E. WlLL fNSTALL A CEVTCE TO' .1, 00000520' 
1. t ShffU A/C LCAD BY INTERRUPT ING ELECT kTC SERVI CF JD Tl:E <\. lR' ,/ ,. t)COC!053Q 
1 •CONDITICNI~G CQMµRESSOR FCR PERIOCS OF ~c ~CP~ TbA.N SEVEN -No•./,100005•0 
1 1 CNE-HALF MINUTES UF EAC~ THIRTY MihUTE PERIOD D~RING PEAK 1 ,/, "¢000!50 
l'LOAO PEFIODS, GENERA.LLY FE.RI!:E>S WITH AMBIENT TE,..PERATURE 1 ,/, ('10()00560 
1 'OF g5 DfJj~EES F AND A30\/E • FRO~ Jl,;l\E 15 TO SEPTEMBER 15 1 J 1'0000570 - - ~ . ' . .. . - . 
49 
~R1TEC8.2JOl nco005eC 
·3.;) F CR MAT ( I. SK 1 I ./. ')(?!) 00590 
l'THE IN<ENTIVE FOR THJS PROGPA.\t rs A CREDtT GIVEf' ON THE•./, OIJ.O<l060(l 
1 'CUSTOMEFS ElLLS FOR THE ThREE REVENUE MONTHS OF -IULY.•,/, crcco~cl<' 
l'A\JGUST. AND SEPTEMBER. THF INFORfiATl GI\ CN THE f;4TE OF 1 ,/, 'Hl.OC0620 
t•CREDIT rs G.IV!=N ON A SEPARAT= SHEET ENCLOSED t-EEEW[TH .. • .L, OCQ00630 
1 1 .SK 1•,,., ')00C064Q 
1 1 E.:<PERIEl\.CE SHOWS THAT THE CYCLll\G \liILL NOT CAUSE Af\Y 1 ./, )Q('C0650 
l'APPRECIABLE LOSS IN CDMFCRT. 1 J 1COC0660 
wRITEce.2so1 nooaoezo 
:50 FOR~AT r•.IN -s•,/,•.SK 2• ,j, ')0000680 
1 1 REOUIREC IKFORMATlON! 1 t/• 000tJ06c;;( 
l 1 aSK l 1,J) 000007•)'1'.J 
WPITEC 8_1 2 9 c;; t _ n C 0 C '1.1Jll 
99 FCF1MAT(•,Te 5 18 27 36 50 ao•,/,•.sK n•,/,•.oc TB ""''•/t 1 .SK :)•,/, t'Jt)'JC".)702 
l'-.A/C Ul'dT(Sl FLA/PLA* VOLTAGE PHAS>:**'•/o 1 eSK '.)•,/, i'l'J'.JCC703 
1 1 ~""'CAI.., (ti>..., C:JR~SC1ION.., KVA=•.,/, 1 eSK 0 1 1/1 fJCOC'l0704 
i • -. .., ""' ... FA c To ~ < c 1 .., c A 1 x < o , x < c , / 1 o .:Jo • , / , • • s K c • • / , ,, co r C7 o s 
l ' .. . . . . ' >"<'00070 E 
wP ri'EfS:300TfTYPE tr 1 • At 1 , r J.A < r, 2,. A er,.::;-. A 11-; 4 • .1::1-;;:::ri------- "CO co11n 
,;;)().• FORMAT ( t .,, ••• As •• • .... t .F~: el.' .... ' .F4 .o t f . ..., I f F6 .a.,,, f ... t. F6 •. 2) \\0000 7 20 
__ 'if RI T:.1..1i! ~ 0 1J ___2C:Q_C_1TZJ 
01 r:oqr.iAT(' e.31< 1 1 ,/, f'l<:',)CC722 
1 • ., .. ·---- --·--·------------------ -------------- 1COC072:3 
lo/o 1 aSK ] 1 ,/1 ,..,C0()0724 
~~ITEC813501 SUM 10000730 
50 FCF<MAT (3 <; X ,• TOTAL. KVA-= ' 1F6 e.2 > "\cQ000740 
wR IT~t8,4:',)'.'.!) SUM .3 .: roo00750 
00 F:QPM;:.T (/ •• c~u:uL~,.!CNS: n=ci· s~v INCS ,., /, 'C!.)<'10761' 
f. .~K I •'' "I" .,,. '") --::>7Q 
!_ t • ~ '\ ~ -:: I 1 / , 
i I l '." '~ T _,. - ~-
l f • > .:,.-~ : 1 • I t 
c : ' ) ,l i: . - ·~ l . . ! - / "'-~ ,_, '. ) • t / -
... '"I""., .... .....,,~,., 
~ ..., ... ' ""'?·(.:'. . 
1 I A l .·r c r- ;1.::: ,- hS ~ f-·: C< ' i- rs ,\Pf'L r '~/; :· ;~ 1 _•_,__,1___,_ _____________ ._.~_.~_r-_~~..:.~'··~-· 
1 1 .SK 1 '•/• ")QQf)0820 
1 1 = { •.Fe.2.• KVAI x ($ •,r4.2,• KvA-MJNTHJ•,/, "'!QOC0830 
1' '.SK l ' , /' • (\0000 84·0 
t•· X f •· ,f3.c, 1 MONTHS/YE.AF>' J' OOOC!l..€50 
TOTAL= SUtA*t::l*C 1)00'10860 
wR I TE< 8 • 4 5 0 t T CT.~ L 1 0 0 rc 0 EE 5 
50 FO~MAT( 'aSK 1 1 ,/, noc00870 
__ 1,,_•_:_$=--'-·"-'--F~;~·~2,,,,__..1_•_~/~Y_R_,__•~·~/_.__ _________________ ~-------~---n~,~C~O<....>(~qo 
1 •.SK 1 • ,/, '1COOOSOO 
l'eIN -5• ,/, 00000910 
t•CALCULATI.ONS!~ (.FOR COST OF lMPLEME,,.TATICNJ•.,/, 0000'0920 
1 •• s )( t •. ,. I '!t;OC093!}. 
1 '•IN ~5 • ,/ • 'JCOC0'940 
l'SI~CE Tt:RE IS NO COST OF IMPLEMENTATION, THE PAYBACK•,/, 10000950 
l'PERIOC IS IMMEDIATE.'> ·"l!JOC09c0 
~ R I TE ( 8 • S 6 2 ) '1 C n C l"l 9 6 1' 
62 FORMAT(/,• aSK 30' ,/, ·10000<;€2 
1 '* = LA/RLA = FULL LOAD AMPERAGE/RUf\l\ING LOAD AMPEPAGE. '• /, :• eS< C'' ,. '1COC096~ 
l/. '** l. 73.2 FOR 3 PHASE AND l FOP SINGLE PHASE., .oeo<i~964.: 
S'TOF l'Hl000'970j 
ENO JCOC0981)'. 









E .<EC F C:, T V C L , ·:. ~ ·: ! ' r I • ~. ' T .:.: 1 .. C . K • 0 0 0 0 •" .' "" 
:oRT.s1srN cc • icocoe:.:.~ 
DlMENSIOf\ TYP'~~( 20 > 000~00~".'1 
"R £ TE< 6 • ~"' 1 a 1 co c 0 o 6 o 
01 FORMAT( lOX.•WH:lCH ECO lN THE R~PCRT WILL. THIS BE?' tft 00000070 
llOx.•::NTER l FOR FTRS:T, 2 FOR SECOND, 3 FOR THIPC, ETC.•,J, '1COC008Q 
11ox.•ThlS NUMBER DOES NOi REQUIRE A DECIMAL POINl.• t ocooooc;c 
EEAots ·*' ~ -------------~rurno ioo 
wPITE(6,iOO> '1COC0110 
·oo FORMAT(llJX. 'ENTER VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWil\G 1 l ·1<:f"I0012f'l 
•RITE(6.~CC> nocoo130 
IJO FO~MAUl".'.IX. 1 PRESENT AIR CCMPPESSCB DISCH.APGE IN FSIG 1 > non~2-.l!l.Q 
F<EAors~•• > anooorso 
wRITE{6,l.200> 0iJO')!)l6Q 
00 FORIJATUCX. 'TY::>E J F C:lMPl::SSOP' l QC0"'''.H70 
__ f;~E ~C_t5 .1 ::o U:_I_YPE ----------~----------Jl'.'O<:.OJ.8_4' 
•Ol f CF<i\'AT ( 2 r A J )('('.1)(') lgO 
w R IT E ( 6 ol 30 :3 I '1 C :JC '; 2 C C 
"J3 FCRMAT( inx.•SIZE OF COMPRESSCR It- HCFSEPOwER'l 1COt:0210 
REACC3o*t D ~O?r.~zn 
wi::r TE< 6, 1306 • 100CC 2.30 
iOC FOF<MC..T(lOX •. 1 0PEFATlNG HOU~5 PER YEAf:') O!J000240 
REACt5.*l E f'0000250 
*RITF(6 ·' '11"nc...:26_0 
,)<; FORMAT(l~I'(, 'COST OF ELECTRICilY IN $/K'wH' > ·"1')00027!) 
t::E.AC (5,-*' F 1'.1001')0280 
~J:;;ITE(6,13121 rl()QC029<1 
12FORiv1AT<1 (X, 1 FUFL ADJUSTMENT CJST FACTOR CHA.RGE II\ $/KWr1 1 ) "ICCC!J_3.:'1.Q 
GE.AC(5,* l G 00000310 
WRITE ( 6t131.5 I '1C 00.0.320 
15 FO~MATUt<x •. •RECOMMENDED AIR COMPRESSCR DISCHARGE PRESSURE' 000003~0 
--~R=E~.~~c c 5 * > o c,.., co -: ~a 
ws:<I TE{ 6, 1314 > ;,or ·1C ::!::o 
14 FCRi'<IAT( l(.X, 1!NP\JT THE RECl.CTION IN EASE HORSEPCWEP FRCM F!Gel' > "!0".)00360 
R~.).C<:5 •*' x noooa365 
wf"I1E(6,,3131 f'C"\~')"'71'1 
13. FORflll\T ( 1 rx. '% LOAD FACTOR ( r.E. 50.) '") '1COC03.9Q 
f;EA0(5 •* t Z 1COC041}1" 
h=A-8 "C.100410 
= F +- n 0'1420 
P=X*D*E*C.74t,/lnOel*l/1DO. '1C:;C-,430 
G=P* 34 1 2 • J "I")(' ')0 4 la.1') 
l=<=P*C '1C!1 C0450 
\II R I TF. ( d , 1 4 i 0 I NU M "! C 0 '1 Q A 6fl 
\)i,) FORMATt• • .:.D 3•./,•eLL. 70•.1,•.TM 6 1 tit' .s~.· 6•,./, 100C0471'! 
1 1 .CE l •,.1. 1 .SK 2 1 1/1 ('0000480 
l 1 elJI= ECC 11•.,12,1, '1CIJCl)4g~ 
l '.SK 1 •·./ • "..QJU1Q5~ 
1•.c= 1 •.1. 0000os10 
l '•UP EPIC ECO CODE 32 .1 • ,/ • tiCO•'.J0520 
1'.3K 2 1 t/1 !'l("f'll'\1)530 
1 1 TITL.E: Rf:DUCF. THE PRESSLRE CF COMPRESSED C. IP TC THE MU.Ll .. ~1.lJ~~·~-"~CJlt...Q..5!!,...C. 
1 'RE CUl REC• ' ,/ •· .')0•1 t.)055 O 
l' .SJ< 2·• • .1 • '1COC ')56 O 
1 1 C..XECU"T! \F SUMMARY:.•,/ t !\CIJCl)570 
---1. 1 .'.!K1 •,11 
w ;::; I T :::' i .~ • 1 :'I. ' ': i , , f1 
[_ : r' l ; '/ ":' ( f ;. ; I t / 
1 'Tt..:: t..,JD i \'._.\ 't· 
l , I • ' " [Th U ' r_" l. S ! 
: : L. · ·i- -1 ,.... 7 t 1.,::_; r .. : ~: - _;: .: :. ..) .. -· .. ··:_,, L _ . 
lG \1~"':'!'' 'TrtiG :),·,·t L'.".'JS. ,.i. ::- .. :ul.C 1Il'~; ;:, 
'-. ~-: : .. ) ' 
.-\ r c I t / t 
tlc nn.OJ:..ao 
l'IC('005Q('J 
rr, a ~oe. no 
, .. ' r ~ .-. r: l " 
i ,, 1c~r.::2 r 
51 
l'P>L':S'>UFF TC Tt-F. ML~PAUM O::CGUir'..::J LEVEL RE.)JCE:S COtJSUMPTIJ'l '•/t 100"0E.30 
1 •er •::: v::r.c;Y Cf- TitE ELCCTPI(AL MOTCR OCH VHH..i ThE CCMPPFSSOR. f ,/, ~COCOEAC 
1 1 IN Yut.,,i:; c:..~i;:: wE RECOMMEl\C YCU GC Fl'C~ •,F4e0,. 1 10 1 1F4e01 'JC'Jf'\0-650 
l/t 1 PSIG. F-CR WHICH CALCULi'TICNS I-AVE BEEN MADE. TC Srow•,/, 11COCOEEC 
l 'THE SA.VlhGS •. •) ~CCC0670 
'tllf;l TEt8sl510 > !'.)CQC06-8Jl 
l J FO~MAT(• eSK 2' 1/1 f'IC00069C 
1 1 .rr-i -s•,;, '10000700 
1 ' RE GU I i:; E C C A T I\ : 1 , / , r. (' 0 C 07 1 0 
1 1 eSK 1 1 ,/, CIQOQ072., 
1 ' • I !'I + 5 ' •.. / ,. 0 C 0 C ~73 0 
1. 'G:I VEN ! 1' ,.; I i)CO•(H)740 
l • e'5K 1 1 ) 0000075<1 
w Rn E< 8 • 15 3 o >A ---,---------'-n~o~o .!10.c.7.6.Jl 
Jn FOR~AT( 1 (1> PRFSENT AIP CCMPPESSCR DISC~ARGE PRE~SURE •, '1C~C~77C 
1F4,J,• f->~IG•,/, 0("'<)(0780 
1 1 eSK 0 t J '"'C000791J 
WRI TF( o, 15::') ITYPE: 10·1008!"1(') 
50 FGR~ATC '( 2> TYPE OF COMPRESSOR : 1 ,20A!i. ,/, 1'1(1000810 
l t • S K Q t ,./ I C C C ( {! 82 0 
iliPI TEfS,.t600JD1ErF 1C0CC830 
0•) FORMAT (t• eSK 0 1 ,/ t· • { 3 t SIZE (HP> OF COMPJ~J:.S.SJJfL_: '.F~J-'-0'. _____ _0_C.C:.fill8-.4~ 
-1-~· ,/,•.SK'.) I,/. ~'H):)(l('l€5l'l 
1 1 (41 nPE~4TirJG !-<OURS PER YEAJ:;: 1 1F5ef'l1' HRS' "lQ00'186"J 
l /, ••SK '.J ', /, f)1"C 00 870 
1 •c.:it COST CF '."":Lf=CTP.ICITY: $ 1 ,F6.5.'/K'NI~· ,;, o-::cri:isec 
1 1 • SK 0 '> CC000890 
•~rTEta.resc~G.e~z 0caca9oa 
50 FCRMAT ( • (61 FUEL. AD<JUSTMEJ\T C:JST FACTOR CHAR GE : $' , FE .5, tiC 1ClOS10 
l ·'/KWH'' ,j ' t • !:K (1 t . / rrcc CC92!1. 
1 1 (71 RECCM.'<1ENOEC AIP C'.JMPP~SSO~ DISCHARGE PRESSUJ:;E •,F4e•J, '1C0'10930 
1 I p s I G t • I t f • 5K 0 I • / • 11 c c c 09 A 0 
1 1 (8) LOAC FACTOR ! •,F4elt 1 % 1 tlt 1 eIN -5' 1/1 '10000941 
l • • s K 2 • • 1 _c c r: o 9 5Jl' 
l\P I T1=( g 11680 rs 000 009€0 
ao FORMAT ( ·c~ LC UL A TI ONS (FOR ENERGY AND $ s AV INGS,. ,/. f'ICO c 0 97C 
l 1 eSI< l' ,; , OCOCOS€C 
L ••.J I'<· +. 5 t , I ,. !l0.'2.9J1. 
l 't 1> FOR A R=:CCMMEf'!DED AIP COM=>RESSOR DISCHARGE i:r::t:SSURE JF 1 • "C"..'101000 
1F4e0•' PSIG'> t\C1Clr)10 
~~ITEC8.17~01AtBtHtX ocnc1020 
:)0 FU!=~MAT( •<re. A PEDUCTIDN CF ( 1 ,FA.('),' - ',F4.o.• = • • F4.o,• PSIG!' ,!"Q001C31"1 
1/,•FIG (1 J, GIVES A REDUCTIQ\{ l'l BASE HOPSEPO.WER OF 1 ,F4 •. 1,.• ~'id• 100.ClCAC 
1 '•SK 2 q 00001050 
Wi:t LT Et ffi l 725 tF, G IJCO ~1060 
25 FCRMATt 1 (2J EFFFC:TlVE COS'T OF ~LECTRIClTY:•,/, OCl1C1070 
1 1 .SK 1 1 t/• !')Ct'J01080 
1 1 .IN +5•,/, f'lC'}fll09n 
1'= (COST CF ELECTRICITYt + (FU~L ADJUSTMENT FACTCR CHAF.GE>'tl ".lCCClUJ!"l 
l. '.SK 0. ,/. <' 1 '101 Llfl. 
1 1 = ($ 1 1f6e51 1 eKwHt + (t 1 1F6e51' /KWH>'J i1CCC1120 
WRITEf8,1750>0 0-0001130 
5<J FCR~AT{ t •• SK Q.• ,/,. OCOCl 140 
1 •:: $ '•' F6•=•·' /KWH'1•/r,... f)CC.\:115 0 
1 1 .SK 2'•/t ~COC116Q 
1 1 .II' -5•,/, '1C0Cll7(') 
1 ' ( 3 t 5 A v I NG S I N EN F:P G Y ( I< \ti H > : ' , / • t) C 0 0 1 1 8 0 . 
1 1 .sK iq 0coc11c;o· 
\\IPTT2t8. !':«"'•)I f'00012'l0 
rQ FCR~AT f'•U~ +5 '• /, 0<l0Cl2!0 
l f:;.. (% HP S4 VINGSI' HlO J ·. x fCCMPR:ssoR HP J x tOPERAT ING HRS/YR l' ,,, t ::l 00 0 12 20 
i•·•xc.•·.fCDN:V~PSlC.N/···.FA.;CTOR/ FO:R HP.•·TU KWJ• X (LOAD·· FACTO.RJ·.••./J• "l·ooCl_23.!l 
\\F:IlE{.9.~'J50tx,o.E,;.:,p "'0001240 
50 FORMAT< •.C:K 'J•,/, '1C,1Cl250 
1'= ( •.f.:;.1,• /lJOi x ( •,fe.,.J,• IP) x (•,=s.c,• l-IRS/YP .. 1 1 ,/, ('l('\0()126'1 
1.~.--s.1< 0 1 t/t'}C <0.746 K'.\/HP) (' ,F!i- .1. 1 '<1 1 1/t'eSK (' •• ,-. ~CCCl27!'J 
52 
1 ' = I t F 1 0 • 0 • I K \Ii H / 'tR I •. /. ,, cc c 1 2 81) 
t•.SK l•,,, 1C·'.l01290 
1' • .IN -5• •/• 100:0130<1; 
1 •.up'•/ J 0000131or 
WRlTEfB. !900'•· flCCC1320 
OJ FORM AT ( f {4 l SAYINGS r N E f\EBG y ( BTLl : 't/. econ 1 7 30 
1 1 eSK 1 • t /t 1")()1)0134(1 
l 1aIN +5 1 1/1 'lC00125'') 
l '= (SA.VI l'GS IN KWH/YR> X (CONVERSICI' FACTORI 1 ,/, ·101Cl360 
1 •.sK o • ,/ t rorn1370 
w.PlTEf811950iJP.Q OCC<ll38<t 
50 FORMAT ( • .: ( t· , F7a0, ' KWrL/YRJ X (3412 BTU/KWH J ' ef , (' 00 Ot:.390 
1' .SK !J t .;, OCOC!14:J!J 
__ l •=· ' , F 12 .~s.,,_·...cT~V<:tl::....Y..L.·.oRJ•t:_·•_: _..,_L/__JtL_· _________________________ ___,Q..._,,..q::;.0._,0..._·_..1-=4,._l.._Q,..,_ 
1 1 .II\ -5 1 ./1 1'10001420 
i•.si< i•,/1 ·1coc143r, 
wFCI TE( 81 ~CJOO> >1COl'.'144t'J 
u iJ F 0 R r.i AT ( 1 ( 5 I SA V I NG S IN COLL AR S ' ,/ , ~ C 0 C 1 4 5 C 
1 '•IN +5 1 ,/, 00001460 
1 I • SK l f. • I t 1 01 0147··0. 
1 1= (SAVIl'<GS IN KWh# x (EFFECTIVE CCST OF ELECTqrcITY>•,/. :'\QOQ1480 
___LI ,, SK Q 1 • I ) 4'lil_ 
~RITE(8,£J~OlR 0roc150~ 
50 FCR~AT( 1 = $ •,r10.2,• /YP'tlt l"\C1~151C 
1 1 elN -5 1 o/ t "'0'.:101::20 
1 1 a SK 1 1 1 It "1"!11 
l ' • IN - 5 1 , / ) l" C 0 C 1 5 4 0 
WR1TE{8,2100t OCOQl.550 
00 FORMAT( 1 <:ALCULATIONS {FOR IMPL::MENT.4TION COSTJ!•J/, "000156C 
i.•.s.1< i•,,;, 0coo1=7ii 
1 1 .IN +5' ,/, :"l~CCl::eo 
l 'Sl1'C7: IJ--,f:'.!'.<E IS rrn cos: Cr IWPLEMEl';TATION. THE PAYOACK IS',/, ''HJ"lC1590 
1 'Iti.1MSOUT<:.•,/ I "iOflC1600 
ENO 
K2D.SYSLlOO DC. DlSP=SHPoOSN=UlJ155Ae£ADC.L2!ADCAIRCCMPt, 
LJNlT=J-250 1'11CL=SER=DASD3G ,SPACE= (TRK, (30 ,2:J > J 
r " 
(I 00016 2:f) 




~.;.., --- -· 
IAME=U 12 155A .:A DC eCNTL (CC~Pll'-. 
;131 55J JOB (? • 4.t"4·-33 ... 666c J • 1 EADC' •TI ME= (0 .40 >•CL ASS =A• f<'S GCLASS=X 0-0000C 10 
'ASSWCRD 1 "C0COQ2f'l 
EXEC FC~TVCL,REGICN.FORT=11COK icaco-020 
ORTeSYSIN DD* 1C1COC4f'l 
wi:<ITE<6el'l l I ·10000050 
01 FCRf'AT(lOc.•wHICJ-i ECO IN T,..,E REPORT wILL THIS EE ?'ti• 'lCOC006C 
llOX. 1 ENTFR 1 FOR FIRST. 2 FOR SECOND, 3 FOQ Tl-:lRD. E"TC',/, o·coooo70 
llOX.•THI8 NUMBER DOES NOT RECUlRE A DECIMAL.. PO INT•• ~coo'°cao 
~EAC<s~t ~UM 1oaaoc90 
wRI TE ( 6. rn l -----------------'o"'-""'-':"-'. 00.1.0:.!l 
1'1 FORMAT{lflX, 1 1=NTFP V.~LUES FOR THE FOLLOWING'• f')Q•JOOllO 
W 11 I TE ( 6 • ~) I 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 
20 FORMAT(l(X,'AVERAGF. HlSICE Af::> TEMPERATURf.: CTll rM '• "CijCQ13!1 
l 1DEGF<i:;:E5 <=.it-oRC:::NHE.IT' I (lO(l0014"1 
~EAC (5 •* > ft :"IC:JC0150 
wR[Ti:'( 6.,~:"IJ f\0000160 
:;~ r= r~ ·i:;: \:' .),, T { 1. r x ·- • \ v r- :.~: ;,.~ (;r : .. ~-.JT '2: r c ~ fo\ : ':" T ~ :~·. f:t~' :~ :-\ ~ . }' '.'.~".""" ( T 2 l r : 1 f: t-.,. ~-. ,,-- r -: 1 -,i:(J' 
1 1 · .. )~:_t.,t-.t~:-,,."'-~~: fA.r~n~·-~"'~·t1·i~-Il"" 1 ; ·:~a .. ;~--') 1 ~r 
,., '- .; ~ ( ..) • .. ) '3 -~ .. ,. ... ..._ • C' . ..., 
l'i ~ i TF ( 6 • '- ' I 1 CJ 0 ,., ') 2 0 rl 
4>.J FORfVAT(l (/-, 1C'JNPRf:'.':S.JR SIZE IN 1-1P' l '1(")Jl':'J210 
REA C( 5, * K l'IC(' Q(') 220 
WRITE f 6. ~<H l'lC-00023'-0 
50 FORMAT(l(X,'OPEPATING. HOL~S PER YEAP•) <'0000240 
i;C:AD(5.:tl D l'HJOC'J250 
~-~~~.~~l~-~T~E~(~6~,€~,~0~•'--~-=-"'~~~-=-~-=-~--=-,-----.--c----------~·--~----~ry'-""gQ_Q_Q_z.._~ 
6J FURMATCl"'X, •F.:..ECTc:>I:ITY COST I~l $/KY.ti' I C'OC'00270 
R EA C { :J , * l E '1 C 0 C 'J 2 8 C: 
w RI TE ( 6 , 7 l I '1C01J 0 2 9 Q 
~7~0,__~F~8~P~fV~A"'-2..T~(~l~_(~1~X~·~'~%~._,,,L~O=A-'-=D-'1~~~'---"'C=D~M~P_R~E~S~S~J"'-'-P_•_l'--~~---------------~----,~a~o~r~ 
r;EAC (5 •* I F OOCC0310 
wa1TEL6~e~1 00~00320 
80 FG.RMAT c1cx •. • CUCT-.vfJPK LEl'iGTH IN LI NEAP FEET.' 00000330 
FEAC (5,. *" G !'H')OOO 34{L 
l'iRITE(6,c;11 0(1000350 
91 FCRt.IA.T(l(lX,•FQOt-1 THE SECONC co_ur.111 It! FIGU~E 1 INPUT TH:'.' '1COC0361J 
lt/1lOX,''iOLUME OF AIR coi::i::esi:o.'lDING TO Tl 1 ./tl)X, 1'J0011370 
l 1FOR EXA~PLE THE VOLUME CF AIR CCRRESPONDING TO ',/, 1C('!~038l'l 
l' lOX ,• 60 c:-:GREES W-CUL::> BE 981.-' ) 'Hl'l'JCO.:?<;O 
i=<EAD<S.*>· c acccoaoo 
WP I TE { c ,. <; 2 J ,, C 0 C 0 4 10 
92 F CRMATClGx •. •FPOM FIGURE r INPUT THE VOLUME OF AIR ',/I "IQ00042i1. 
i 1ox. • co~i;i::5FoNDit~G TD T2 • 1 1:ic000430 
~E.H (5 .. *) P 100Q0440 
w ~I TE ( 6, c; 3 I '1 C 0 C :>4 5 0 
93 FCJRMAT( inx. •:DST IN !>/LI !'EAR =T FOF HJSULATt.:C FLEXIBLE DUCT WITH' ,f\('10Q046_Q_ 
l/.lOX. 1 VIN'\'L COATED SPRIKC. STE::'.L {QR ALUMINUM> 1 > "C000470 
E'EAD(5 •*f' L iJCCC048tJ" 
wRlTE!6 •. S4J 10000490 
~4 FCRMAT{.lOX, 1 11 OF GRl:..LESRf:Q.U ..HED•t CCCC0500 
f;EAD(5,*I \/ !)<;·100510 
~RITE(e,c;5J ~OOC0520 
95 FCRMAT(lCx.•cosT PER <:PILLE IN DCLL.A~s·. 'JCOC0530 
---'P'-"-F~-~~C~C~5~·~*~>-'-x---------~--------~--------~---~--70~C~O~Q!l_~~ 
WRlTEC6, '=!6 l !"0000550, 
;16 FORMAT (lClX, 'LABDR CT'S.T IN $/t'.R' t OC'lCC561' 
READ·tS.*J Z '.'JCOO,:JS.70\ 
WR[TEf 6..-<;7 > 1lC.00058.Q:~ 
":) 7 F C R I" AT ( 1 ('! ,< • 1 NU M EE R C1 F W 0 f< K ER S R F'. Q U I R E 0 ' I ': C '.) ( 'J ~ g 0, 
REAocs.•1 ~ ioaciecc 
>'IRI1'E{61S8> 00000610' 
018 FCRtJAT(l(X.'f'.oUMBE; OF HOLR5 WORKERS SrOULD B,E.-.'=!'.'1.f!-DYfF9.qt::!.J..R~-~)-·. ,?.<::'JCCc21J. 
54 
REA C( 5 •*I Z 1 ('IQ(' 00-6:3' 
G-((C-P)lllC0.1/0 "0')(H'lf41 
R= ( 0/ 100 • ,* {F/1 oo .• J *C*) .745*0 0000065( 
S=R ot34l2/1.C CflOOO. 1000066( 
T =R*E CCCCC67( 
w-v*X 11coaof:B( 
COST= CU*<: I+ (V*X H( ( Y*Z >*Zl .) t')COC!169( 
FAY=COST/T 10(10:;')70~ 
\Ii R I TE ( 8 , l I) 0 I ~H.; M "l C 0 C 0 7 1 ( 
l()J FOF<MAT<·.~c 8 1 ,/,•1LL 70 1 t/t •.TM 6 1 1/1 •.eM 6 1 1/1 l'\QQC072( 
1 • .cE E. cc 11•· , r2 .1. 'lf'.l '1 C0.73< 
l •,CE fEPTC ECO CODE 3 2e2 l J' •. 1, OCOC0.14( 
l • eSK 2. t ,/, .ryi CC 0075( 
l 1TI TLC:: INSTALL COMPRE3.S CF AIR INTAKE lN OCli...E.SI___LDCATIJJ.bl_,S_•_... ___ __,0'-'-C,.._.,._OQLLLfrC 
1 / • ' • SK 1 1 I I • 1 l'l c 0 ;') 77 !'.: 
1 1 EXECUT rvr- SUMfvlf,i:<Y: '• /, '1~COG7f:( 
l '. s r< 1 I • / ' t"I C<' 0 '17 9 c 
1 1 111\ .. 5 1 ) '1~CUlqO(] 
wi:;·r lE c.a.110 • ·1c"' co e 11: 
11.0 FCt"MAT(• EY INSTALLING THE INTAKE Di.JCT FCR AN AIR OM>RESSJ~• ,/, <HJC00820 
1.'IN THE COOLEST LOCATIQ~-iS, ONE CAN 1-'AVE H,.P, SAVfNGS, •,/, ,,~C0083C 
-· _l •Tr.EREB)' t'~OUCl\I G THE ~SJJMEI r CN CE .I:i.E__ffiERG.'L..£QR__I_he_._/---- ~..c_a_c.na_4_0 
1 'PRIME MCVER. USUALLY IT IS T~E SA~ING IN ELECT~ICAL 1 t/t ~orooasn 
l 'El'ERGY CF THE M'JTJ=<S D~ IV ING THE COMPqESSJRe THIS F'.NERGY' ,/, ':C'Jl'."')861'\ 
1 'SA~ING ~OTENTIAL IS DUE TC THE FACT THAT T~E CC~FRESSOR 1 ,/1 ~1ncoa7n 
l'IS R=auTRED T("J DO LESS '1.CPK HI OPCER TO COMPt::<ESS ~ ci:::RrArN•,/, or.0!"08.ac 
l 1 AMOUNT CF AIR AT A LOWEF TEMPERATURE HAVING A SftALLE.R•,./,. '100t;".lESC 
l'VOLUME 1HANTO COMPR.ESS lhE SAf'IE AMOUNT OF .4IR AT 4 1 ,/, 000'10901"! 
I 'HIGHER \/OLUME. THLi CAN BE DONE EASILY BY Il\STALLING' ,/, '111'1COS10 
1 'A.N ALF INTitKF DUCT ~T Tl=E COM>=>RESS.CB INTAKE LFACING T"l' .L, tiQOl'0921l 
1 1 ThE O~l~ICE COCLER ATMOSFhERE •• , or1CC930 
WFHTEC8.l2".ll A.s.c.o.E.F 1"!)000940 
l20 FC/:i~AT(.1,•,~K 1 1 1/1 ":COC".i950 
1 •ReOUIREC DATA:',/, 1'1QQOC961"! 
1 • .s 1< i. • .-J. i: ca C'J970 
1 1 1.lN +5 1 ,/,tGIVE.N:•.1,' •. SK 0 1 t/• 0<'000980 
l'AVERAGE IN~TDF A.IR TEMP. fTlJ! •··,F4,('I,• DEG F•./,•.sK o•,1. 0CiJCC<?9C 
1 'AVERAGE· CUT.Sll':-f= ACR TEMP. fT?l: ' 9 E4.•l•' DE<i E•·.1, 1 eSK O • ,/, OCOCUl.C-4 
1•ccMPREs~oR srzE: • .F5.1 ,• HP. 1 ,1, 1 .sK o • ,1, -'HJ'101010 
l'OPER.\TICI'! t-OUPS: '1F5.v1• HRS/YP',/1'1SK 0 1 ,/1 000011'.)20 
1 1 ELECTR1CITY COST:$ 1 1F6.:.,• /KWH'tl'•'•SK C'l'.!t ".10001030 
1 1 % LOAD Ci'J COMPRESSOR: 1 ,E3.0,' % 1 ,ls'·SK l ',LI OCO(lll"(l.j)_ 
WJHTE(B ... l::<'l• G tlll0C1050 
~ . .JO: FC~ f/AT ( t /'il•E A ~tJREC.: f t:/ .... s j( 0 •. ,/ ,. 1 cc t1 06 0 
1 'OU.CT-W.OPK. LENGTH!' 1F51L ,• FT.•./,. 00001.070 
1•·.sK 1• •. 1 .. 1 •. .tN -s•·.1.. accc1 aao 
1 1 Cl\LCULAiICNS (FOR ENERGY AND$ S.AVINGSI! •,/, 000010~0 
1 1 .SK l'J OCl'JOllOO 
"'PlTE(8114J» A.,s.o,p "00Cl11C 
4) FCR~AT( •.IN +5 1 ,/, ""001120 
l'fU REFERRING 1'0 FTGeU I LiNDE~ THE SECOND CCLUMI' CwtTH•,J, ~OOC1130 
1 •THE HE~C I.NG! INT AKE VOLUf>IE i:;EQU fRED TJ CE_. lVFP 100 0 CU3 I:. ' 1/ t OQ;'l(l l. 140 
l'FEET OF FREE AIR AT 70 CEGREE3 FAhPEl\HETT •• THE CORRESP'.J~DING• • l'ICQ0ll5C 
l/.~VOt..UMFS OF AJR CAN BE POUND AT.Tl -•.F4.0.t DEGREl=S F A~C• • .1 •. '1ar1r.110.a 
l 1 T2 =· .F4.). 1 DEGf;r:'.E5 F )S •,Fs.o.• CUBIC FFET ~ND '1FS.0,/1 ~COC117( 
t'•cuEIC FEET RESPECTIVELY. 1 .1. 1 .SK 1 1 1/) 0C001180 
wRITE<a.1so10,P,o,a ~ccr.1190 
_5__l___FORMAT( 1 {21 SAVINGS II\ Ef'EFGY:•.1,•.rr-1 +5 1 .1.•.Si< 1•.1. no101:::00 
l'=fINTAKF VCL. AT Tl - INTAKE I/Ole AT T21I' .1. OCCC1210 
l*.SK o•.J •'LfNTAKE VOL .•. ..OT TU )( 100% 1 1/•' .SK 1 •,/, oooc1220 
i•tt •,Fs ... cr.• - 1 •. Fs •. ,o_. .. •l/t•_.ps.o •. •t• x 100•,,/, 0000123-0· 
l.•.SK t••,,,t·:.t,fa;.:J .J % .. l:P SAVING. •.. • ,/,t aSK 1' / "COC12Aff· 
~i:<ITE(8.J6'.:) (.J,Q,F,c,o,R 11C-')C1250 
60 FCRJ'vlATC 1 eIN -s•.1. 1 .SK i•,/,1(3• SAVINGS IN KW~',/1 1 eSK 1 1 1/1 ''lCOC126·1 
1 1 wIN+5 1 t/t 00001270 
1'= {•,F4el•' }~ t-P SAVINGSJ X (~~ LQ\D> X (CJ~PR(;;S~CQ SIZEI',/, "'0')0_128.0 
55 
l'A <0.741: :<w/HFI X (CPER.OTING 110URS/YS.O.RJ'e/t 1 eSK 1 1 ,/, 
1 1 - { 1 ,F4,;,•/1101 X (',F3.i'),'(110l X ( 1 1F5el1 1 tfl' 
1 1 X. (0.74.f; K'.\/HPe>· X f'1F:.o,.• HRS/Y~Jt,;,.•.SK tt, .. /,. 
t•=· •·,Fa.n •. • KWH:/YE'J 
wRI TE c. a, 1 s:) J R. s. R,E, T 
80 FORMATC 1 .If\ -s•.1 .. 1 .SK l 1 •. /,. 1 (4'l SAVINGS IN BTU:•.;, •.IN t-s•,/. 
1 1 .SK 1 1 1/•'= c•.Fs.o.• KWt-/YR) x (3412 8TUIKWl"'l',/,•.sK 1•,1, 
t•·= 1 ,F61"•' MILLIDr'·l 01'U/'rP 1 e/,•,SK 2 1 1l1'1lN -5•,/, 
1'<51 SAv!N•:;s IN $:•,1, 1 .Sl< 1•.1. 1 .. IN +5'1/1 
.1 ' - ( KN HI '~ ~ t, VF DI X ( EL E CTR I C IT Y CC; T l ' , / , 
1 I •• SK l •.• / • 
1. 1 = ( 1 ,Fe.c,• KWH/YRI X ($ •,F6141'/l<\~Hl'1lt 
1•.s1< 1•.1 •. 
t•·= 1', F7•'.'•'/Y1= 1 .,/1 1 1.SK :! 1 1 
v,r.i··:·, '3,-· 1<J,v • ..i,x,v,l,Z! 
- -~· ( I " ~'. ~\ .. =· ' t / • f ~-- ' ~·- c. J L .: ~ : ~ ' .. \ . -· • ' _,- • ·-A ' - - r ,'" \~. - . ( "" . .. ~~.~i:•./, 
'1COC129C 




"tOO C! 34:.C 




"", l'Jl 390 
"f"':Cl400 




l ' "' r .. · r -~ • • / • --· : '· ~: l .. 
l r • ; :» ~ f t I ' 1 ( : 1 ,·' ·\ T ~-: ~- "' -\L ( - -~; : r · \ : -· r • (r- " :< .:- r- ' ,,.... f ' .:-· < , t "' ' "' f° ? .' ..:... ; ... 
l .. i •:' i~·~ ).~L4.T::c f Li·_:_;<I.t::L.-~ 0u:c1· :'f:·I..·:··:-i \/I~~y~~ C.L},~t_··r:;;:.D ·:·r::"'!1\;(;. s:·:>'Z:i..•', . ./. -~~'::-::\ti·:·~-7"()_ 
l'(C:-.; \Lllt-If,i....\~l (:,N c;: JSEC ~.r-r·:.-; CC:':T3 •.~·-.·~UVT 1•,F-s ... ~.'/ Llii"t::·. ;:-T•·~!'.'.'.C14eC 
l,/,t/\JO •,;"·2.··1, 1 GRii....LE(S) 'wOvL:J CCST .A.FF=PDXIMAT"::LY $ •,F4 •.. o./, l'()Cl4.9G 
___i_ I AT .j> • LF :.: • 1 • t /GP. ILL i= • f • I t ~CLLSDJl 
1 I • sf'( 1 t • It I ( 2 , L -~ EJ i: CDS T : f • / • , c c c 15 1 (' 
l 1 FOR THE !NSTALLATFJil OF iHE DuCT, 1 ,F2,•) •' PERSCf\(S I MAY BE 1 ,/, f'ICCC1520 
l 1E:1VIPLJYEC ;..T $ •,F3.'.) ,•/t-d:, FCP ABOUT •,F2.o.' HC'LRS. •,/,'eSK 1' I l"C1C1530 
'11t:CIJEC81'1 1CI u.G.v.w.y.z.z1 .C:JST l"Of'\CJC:4Q 
10.. FOR.VAT( • ( 3 > HF NCE TOT AL CCST = MATEf: fAL COST +-·· LABOP. COST'·•/• "COCl 550 
1 1 .IN +s• •. 1.• •. SK 1'1/1 ioot:l5t30 
l ''=tDUCT CO~l/LIN.EAR FT> ). (TCTA.L Lll'-EA!=< FTt +' ,/, 1"1('()01570 
1 r. (ll GRILLES! · X (COST OF GRILLE) + (If OF LABCREEE l' , /, f'\00015B1l. 
1 1 :.<(Ft CF H~S. wORKEDI x {~~ACE/HRl't/1 1 .SK 1'1/1 l"lC''H:l!590 
l'=(S 1 eFf.2,'ILINEAR FTI X ( 1 ,F5el•' FT)+ ( 1 ,F2,'i, 1 GRIL-ESJ 1 ,/, '"0001600 
1' :.< ($ •,f4.0 •• GP ILi...EI + {I .=2.r., I LABORE".RSl x ($ I ,F3.J,• /h~>· ,/000<11610 
l , • .)( .c • , F 2 • v , • HR s 1 • , / , • • s 1< 1 • , / , ,, c o ni s 2 "' 
1.•:::$ •.F7.2> l"C.00lc30 
\YRITE(s.2:>0) cosr.r.PA't OCCC-1640 
30 FlJRMATf'eIN -10'1It'•.SK 3•,;, 1 CALCl..L~TlON (FOR PAYB.ACK.>!•,/, 00001650 
l'eSK l•,.1,f(lJ SIMPLE PA\'S.ACK = TOIAL. COST$ /4Nt-UAL $ S.-'l/lNGS 1 ,/~0_.Q.,L6_.M 
1 1 .SK 1 1 ,1. 1 .IN +5 1 1/1 1 = •,F1.2.•/ 1 ,f?.2,/1'•St< 1'1/~ "IOOC1c7~ 
l '= 1 1F4.1. I YPS' ,/. ('CQ1=1671 
1 • • r N - s 1 • / , • • SK. a • • 1, t1coc1 6 a o 
1 1 1\0TE: 11'• SCMF CASES A C.l\'11PFP IS ~ECU!RE;D 30 THAT Tt-E INSIDE AIP•,1CG_C_L6-9Q 
l/ ,•IS USED lN 1HE SUl>--lMER IF H IS CC CLER THAN OUISI DE'> i'\CQCl 700 
STOP fl0001710 
El\D ITCCC-172 0 
i<.EDeSYSL'1QO. DO D!SP=SHR,.DSN=Ul3155 AeEACC.LJ AO( COMP I NJ•· OCQCl 73C 
JN 1 ·T = 3 2 50 • V ( L-= SE 0 - DA S 03 ') • SP .A C E= CT~ K , ( 2 C , 2 ') ) I ·1 C : Cl 7 4 I} 
ell\ +s•,/, 'H'Cf.1750 
56 
:# TSO FOREGFOUND HARDCOPY **** 
IAME=Ul 3155A.E ADC.CNTL (SET SACK J 
~131 55J J 08 (? 1c4!!. 4-33-56 65 l J 'E6. DC t f· Tl ME= { ,.,,. 4'H. c_ ASS=A,M SGCL' ss=x 00000010 
'ASS\)ORD: ? !'lQQQ0020 
EXEC FCRTVCL,QEGIONeFOPT=lUO~K 1C000030 
ORTeSYSHJ DD * 00000040 
\Ii RI TE ( 6 • C 1 > 1 C 0 0 ~ 0 5 0 
01 FORMAT(l<'lX,'r1HICH ECJ I\J THE ::"<FpQt:>T 'hILL IiIS Bl=?•,/, ,1f'QQ0ji60 
r1ax. 1 ENTER 1 FOR FIRST. 2 FOR SECOND •. 3 FOR THIRC, ETc.•.J, 'JCOC0()7'0 
110X •. 1TH.IS NUMBER DOES 'IOT REQUrRE A DEC£f<'AL FCINT 1 J 'lCOC')08.0 
~EAD(5,*t NUM ·'lC000090 
i\RITEL61lOJ. 00000100 
J FOF<MATllOX,'ENT~ VALUES FOP T;E FCLL!JWING:'I OOOt'HJll1" 
""I=< IT EC 6, 2n I ")CO ;)01 2 r:"I 
2'.1fJq\1~T(10Xo1EXISTIN3 L~VEL OF TEMPEF<ATURE FOR SPACE hEATING 1 J C'CIC:OO 130 
_ ___,R~E~nL-'-A CJ-5 t * ) ~ 0 0 0 J 11 1 4 0 
wf<.IT!::C61·~''.l I 'iC.000150 
30 FORMA:T(l cx.•HEATING UNIT EFFICIENCY IN PERCENT {IE 80., 'l OC000160 
REACCS.•1a noa00170 
w RI TE ( 5 , 4 0 •"----------------,----,~-=---=---=-----,-----,-------------------'-0~C_,,O.L1LaJJ 
4-!J FORMAT( lC'!X ,•HEATING DEGREE DA't'5 FOi=\ i"H".: Af:':EA' I (1(100') 19;) 
~eACtS1*IC '1!:1002)0 
~~ITE(6,~~1 nnoco210 
5J FORMAT( lliX, 'NATUPAL GAS COST P-t $/MCF• J tiC'lt'.:')220 
READC5 •* )!) n-OOC0230 
w.~11E(6,.7 1 l 00()00240 
70 FORMATUt1x. 1 TUTAL APE.A FOP CO~DITIONED SPACE IN SQUARE. FEET 1 1 nOr\00250 
READ (5 •* IF 000 t'l0?60 
~F<ITE(6,EJI 10001270 
a,1 FORMAT(lrx, 'ENERGY USED FOP SP~CE HEATING rN MILLI JN BTU/YR•,/, OC0.C'J280 
ll.•:lX, 1 FROfll' .Tt-E N#>TURAL GAS CC'NSJMPTICI\ GRAPHS',/, t''OOC0290 
llOX. 1FOR EXAMPLE 1(')3,QQO,CQO !jTL/YR YJU WOULC HP\.JT AS 1(~3.•J c"'\QQOo•co 
f:;EAD(5,*IG '1CCC031C' 
l# .. IHTE(6 190 t 00000 ::20 
90 FOR MAT ( l C ><, 10EGPEES SETBACK IN DEGREES F 1 I 000 0033C 
PEAC(5,*lt 00000340 
WRITEC6.1001 .,OOC035"! 
00 FORM.L\T(10X. 1 ENERGY SAVINGS IN IJTU/Sa.rT.-Y~ FRCM FIGURE l'l NlC-10260 
READ<5.*>X 00010:::10 
'ARITE< 6 .1061 ioooa::ac 
06 FORMAT(lOX,'NUMBER :JF :.HANN=LS GI\ l=l=<CGRAMMABLE 7 DAY SEQUENCER'> 00000390 
READ(S.,. * •s '10000400 
WRITEC61105J CGOCC41C 
05 FORMAT(lO.x.•NUMBER OF lNSIRUME'ITS CSEOUENC:RSJ ?ECUIRFD1> !'10000420 
F<EAD(5 •* • SEQ nOOQ0430 
t11RITE(6.107> '10000440 
07 FO~MAT (//, lOXe 1 INSTPUMENl COST IN DCLLARS 'J 1"!0<"00450 
RE.~ o < 5 , * n fl r no Q4 6 a 
wRI TE tfr •. JC3 > 1C00047'1 
oa Fi.JR~Aruox. 'TOTAL ~Aao.~ COST IN DOLLAPS/HOUR PEP INSTRUMENT')'.· 'H!OCQ4.80 
·~EAC(51* HJ 1 00000490 
WR! TE(. 6, 1G9J l'lOOOOSOf?: 
09 FORMAT{10X1'TOT1;L L~BOR HOURS =>EP INSTRUMENT', l'OOC051C 
FOEAO('i •*I t..2 ('(1000520 
O=( G/F >*l ')')'1.":l'.J'le COOOC530 
_ __,_P_=_c(,_~t- F) / { E/ 10 0. I I / 1 0 ?OQ o~. noo 00 540 
P=P•D 00000550 
4=U l>lcll 2 1)()000 560 
V,:T +U O(lO COS 7t 
SU:r.K.::Vi< SEC 1100 00580 
w=SUM/ ;;;i 'JCOC0590 
•RITE(8.tlll '"!OOCOcOC 
11 FOJ=i!MATC/1 1 .AD 8 1 ,1. 1 .LL 70•,/,•.;,v. 6 1 ./, 1 .SM 6') 00C'OCclO 
WPI TEL s. 110 J NUM rlQI') 10620 
57 
110 FOR~AT{•,.r:t:: ECC '1 1 tl2tl't 1HCC163! 
l 'eSK l '1/, 0001')064! 
l 1 eCE>EPIC CCOE #63e44•1/1 t'!COl?r.1651 
1 'eSK 2' 1/, "Hl00066t 
1 1 Tl TL=: :· "I GJ1 i- SETBACK' ,/ , 'lC0006 7( 
l 1 eSK 1 •a/, (".IOC 00~( 
l'EXECUTI'vE sur .. IMARV:•,/, ~IJor.oe:gJ 
1 1 aSK l't/• 0000070( 
l 'eIN i-5' t/ > 0000071( 
"4 ~I TE ( 8 , 1 2 ') > !'\ , t..ll.:Z2J 
12:0. FORl'IAT( 'ENERGY A'ID THS-EBY $ S~NlNGS CAN a=: REALIZED BY HAV [NG',.. 0000073.C 
l/. 1A NlGt-T SF.TBACKe THlS CAN 3E DONE EASILY BY INSTALLING',/,. l'!OOCQ.74.f. 
l 1 A SEVEN OAV 24 HOURS/DAY PRC.GRAfllfVAELE .\UTOMAT IC NIGHT SETBACK•, 0000075( 
1Ia 1 TIMER TC CONTROL. THE Tl-'EPM05TATSa DURil\!§_TjjJ;:_H_C.4TIN_<:;_.!__,L..t '1Q~LCJ17o_J 
--1,SEASON, ThE TIMER CAI\ BE SET AT 68 CEGPEES FAt-RENHEIT =op•,/, 1000077< 
l'NCRMAL ~ORKING (OR OCCUFIED) HOURS A~D AT 50 DEGREES•,/, oc~ao7e1 
1 '<0R _owER> OJP ING UND::uPED -IOUl=<S (EVENINGS & WEEKENDS I',/, ('1000079( 
l'S.ll\CE Tl-E AIR HANDLING UNITS WOULD BE HEATING TC A LOWER' 1/1 'lCCCCSO! 
l 'TEMPERATURE, LESS ENER::>Y. WOULD EE USED.' J 00000 81.' 
-~I TE! a, .. 13.0 J 1COOOE2! 
L30 .FORMAT{/ ti .SK 1 1 1/• (1000083( 
__ l_~J~QBE;_C).YE E L~l~E.JNG __ HQT _ __Q.t.__li_OF _$,UMM~_E_L_THE;_ __ i];~J' __ f;R}_TURE __ ~A_N!•_._L_tc_ ____ ('l_g_Q__Q_Q__B4J 
l 'BE SET FCR Alf:' CO'llDITIJNERS A.T TJ-E ~K'RMAL 78 r'll='.GPEE':S =-or:;l',/, HJr''(''JE5i 
1 1 WGRKINGtCCCUPIED HOURS ~~DAT SCME ~EMPERATUPE 1-!Gl-EP THAN•,/, ~CQC186( 
1 1 78 D2GPFES FOR UNOCCUPIEC HOU~S. rOWEVER. THE SELECT[ON 1 1/1 1C1COS7' 
1 'FOR THIS HIGHER TEMPER~TURE IS SOMETIMES DEPENDENT UPON 1 1/1 ')QQC088f 
1. 1 FACTDRS LIKE: DEGREE OF rUMlDITY RE.OUlREMENT, ETC. THE•.,/, 'Hl'.lf;-089< 
l •s.~v r NGS ·,ro l.!L D BE Dr~ ECT L 'I' PROPO.PT I CNAL TC THE s ETTI NG' • /. '1Q1'1090( 
t'OF THIS TEMFERATURE CHOSEN FOR Tt-S SUMMEf:i•' t '1CCCOSU 
l\R ITE{ 8 •. 140. _ __2cJ).J) oo~~f 
l4J FGl=<i'-lAT{1, 1 .SK 1 1 1/1 "lC000-93( 
1 'FO.R YOui:= SYST:::M OF .:>FESEt-T CP::RATING CONCIT IONS, CALCULATIONS', 1"000094( 
1/. 'HA.VE E.:.:Ct--t MADE TO SHO\li TH:; SA'vil\GS ONLY DURING Tt-E HEATING•,/, 110'100950 
__ l •sE __ ASON. rO-.'.IEVE"P_, TOTAL SAVI\JGS WCLLD BE ::'.VEN GPF~. •.1. ('ICQCQS.£1 
l'DEFE~Wif\G L..PON THE SET-UP Tf.MPEFATU.F<E Ct-OSEN FOR SUMMER 1 t/1 ...,C')CJ97< 
l'.SK 2•,/, !"JCOCP98.< 
l 1el l'v -5' ,/, 1COC0~9( 
1 1 RE QUI REC DATA:' / f'GOO:lQQt" 
l •• SK 1 •• /I ("I 00 0 1 0 l (' 
1 1 ell\ +5' I ()COC1D2C 
i!IRI TE( 8 I 150 I A. .s .c ,[) ,F C'COIJ 1()21" 
.50 FORMAT (.GIVEN: •,/, •.sK 0. ,/, ,1cai:1 04(' 
l 'C1 I YOl.f: EXIS"TlNG LEVEL CF T'::MPe FCR SPACE rEAT lNG! 1 ,F3e0, OQO!)l05{l 
i• DEG. F•.1. 1 .SK o•,/, OC001C6!'.'. 
1 t{2} HEATCl\G UNIT EFFICIENCY: •,F:;.o,• %.',/•'a!:K 0',/, OC".10107! 
-~1-'~{3) rlEATING DEGR '::E DAYS FOR YOUR AREA: ',F~_..D__tL.t__!__LS:lL___CL!_1___1' l"\CQOIQ.6.£ 
1 1 (4) NATURAL GAS COST: $ •,F5e3t 1 /MCF 1 ,/,• eSK 0 1 1/1 !"ICOC109( 
1'(5) YOL.F TOTAL AREA FOR CONDirlON~O 3P.~CE: •,Fs.n. •sa. Fr.•, iooo11oc 
l/1 1 .sK 1 1 t/•'·H·J -5 1 ,/) OOOClll(" 
\N Fi r T E ( 8 • 1 E c • G • G • F t n f) C'~U-2.J: 
L60 FORMAT{'("LCUL.\TIONS (FOF<EtiERGY .~l'\C $SAVINGS••./, 0000113( 
1 1 .Si\ l'•/t 1 ePI +-"3 1 ,/, ·"'1)~0114~ 
l 1 (lt FF;Gr. YCUR Wi.TURAL GftS CON5UMPTfON GPAPH (PROVIDED HI THE' 1 /, "1f'.'0C1!3C 
__ l_'i:3EGH,jNll'G OF THIS REP1JP.T >, HIE S:RES~_r,[[_J:~t;:.HGY_~.fil;D FOR YOUR___!__t__L, __ Q.Qi:LC..l_l.6.C 
l'SPACE i-.E~Tif'.<G HAS DEEN FEAD AS',f7elt' MILLION e1U/YP 1 ,/, 0C<l1117C 
l '•SK 2' 1/1 '1COC11E( 
11(2) YOUR PRESE~lT AVEFl\GE HEAT I !'\G C Cl\SUMFTI OM PER SQUARE FT•',/, ('1(1001190 
__ 1-..!__'!_S ~-1.!...:LI-'-------- -·-----------------------·-------- ·--·-- ____ -----------··----·---·-·----C' __ QJl.012.fHJ 
1 1 = (ENEi:=GY t.SED FOP SPACE I-EATING I/ (CONDir ICNEC SPACE AREAJf 1C1012H'l 
l • / • 1 eS K 1 ' ' I ' 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 <) 
1 1= { '•F7e t.• M.ILL ION BTl./"IR a) / ( '1F8eO •' SO FTP, /1. t •. SK 1' ,/, 00001230 
1 ' :: 1 , F JJL,dh ' 8 TU/YR-$ Q FT ' r/ , 1 • S K 2...!__, __ L) C..C!'J..2.~0 
WRITE<B.170) c.H.n,x ~000125~ 
.70 FORMAT( 1 (31 FOP 1 .Fs.o.• r::ATI\IG DEGFEE DAYS AND •,F3.0,/, 0COC126f'l 
1 'DEGREES FAHPE~IHC::IT OF SEiBACK AND FCR YOUR PP ES ENT AVERAGE'• /1 00001270 
1 1 ;::'.ATr N:J CONSUM~,TION P<::R SO FT UF ',F3.'.),• bTUl5C FT-YR; THE 1 1/1 ~C'JC1280 
58 
1 '<iR.jPH CF FIG.(1) Rf'ADS ~M ENE~GY SAvI'IG o= • ,Fa.a,' BTU/SQ FT-YR•nooc12c;c 
1. 1 • 1 .1.•.c:K 2•,/, 10001-:iao 
t• (4 l YOUP ACTUAL ANNUAL ENERGY SAVIN.GS WOULD• THEREFORE, BE• ,1. (10001310 
l' •. SK L'•f•· "0001~20 
l' ·= { Er,,j.ER("."t EAV I NGS READ F FOM. GRAPH J x ( c CND lT ION ED SPAC '= '~Et\ ) .• •. J .10 0 or ::<:o 
l l/{bEATING. UN LT '-EFICFNC.'t! 1 COCOt-:.t4.0 
l ./, 1 eSK 1 1 I !'JC~Cl350 
.. R11r:ca. 180) x .F.s,p,p,p (IOOCl.360 
bJ FQRlv'AT('= c•.Fe.o.• dTu/SQ f-T-ri::'l x c•,F2.0,• so FTJ•,/, 1 eSK o•,/,'lC0~1370 
i 1 1c•.F3.(,• %•'·'· i:~con1-:iso 
l*= •,Fs •. .c,• MILLION BTU' 1/11 eSK 2',/, 1C00l390 
1'(5} SAVINGS rN NATURAi.. GAs•.1. 1 •. SK 1 1 1./1 C'.'001}!400 
l '= i SAVI f'IGS HJ STU> X ( CCNVERS ION FACTOR )I,/,' .3 K 1 '•/, OC ".! Cl.410 
1 1 ::: t•,f':a0o 1 MILLION l3TU1'fR) X (l MCF/Mll I IOt\ BTUtt,1 1 •.SK '•/._ 0000!420 
1 •= • ,Fs.n, • MCF/YR' ,/ ,• .si< 2 •) <'Ot'IC1430 
~RITEC8ol9Qj P,O,R,S,T ~00~14AO 
90 FORM.4T( 1 (61 SAVINGS IN ;)CLLARS 1 ,1, 1 .SK l't/• ('0001450 
1 1 - (GAS ::AVING5t X {':iAS COSTJ 1 1/1 1 eSK 1 1 1/1 1"Ci101460 
1 1 = (•,Fs.o •. •· MCF/YR) x ($ •.F5.3 •.. • /MCF>·.~ .•.s1< 1•.1. <:'000147() 
1 ,. = $ I • F 6. .o ·- f / y R '. / • • • s K 2 f .1' f • IN - 5 I • I • (I c 0 Cl 4·8 ". 
l'CALCULATIONS (FOR IMPLEMENTATION CGST>.:•,/, 1 .SK t•,/, 1 aIN +5•, 00001490 
_l / •· ' ( U I t-SiRUMENT COST! FOR YOUP,__SY_s.IEM A 'l I GHT S r-r BA CK SE <l.J=NCES •!'ICC l" l '1rul 
1,/,17 CAY PRDGRAMt-iABLE '•F3e (),' ChANNEL VERSICN 'AOULD COST YOU' t/ ,~('Or,1~10 
l' APPROXIMATELY $ ',F8e2d t 1 eSK l 'J C.~0001520 
•RITEta.200> u,T,u2,u1.v.sea,v.sea,suM 00001s30 
Q.) FORMAT(' (21 LAEO~ COST; FOR INSTALLATION PJRPOSE:S, SOMF '4ATEPU •,t"0\101540 
l/o 1ANO LilBC~ WOULD GE RECLIRED \llhICh IS ESTifiATEC TC BE •,/,. OOIJ0155.0 
1 1 .APPROXIMATELY',/•'·SK o•,/,•$. •,F7.2.1.•.sK 2•.1. !"1(1001560 
1 1 (3> CGS1 PER S8UE,tCS = fNSTRUfo':':l\T COST 1- LAEQi:; COST',/,' .SK l' •'H'~001570 
l/. 1 - {$. •,fs.2.t; +- f 1 •. =4.1,• HRSal($. 1 .FS • .2.• /bOUR>•,1,•.SK 1•,100001580 
l .•-:• ,Fa.2, I PF.R SEQUENCER AND'. F3.o,' SEQUENCER{ SI APE REQUIRED' "HCC159C 
lt/e 1 e5K 1' ,/, 0C001591 
l'TOTAL crsT =(COST PER SEQUENCER Ix (Ii SEUUENCEi::s P.=:OJIRED)I,/, "'lC1".'.lEOO 
l 1 aSK t•,/, r'\QOOl61'9 
l'TOTAL. CC:ST = 1 .Fa.z. 1 X' ,p3.(),/,•.s1< l'tlt Y.C,'.1Cl6l0 
l'= 1 1F9a.2tf•'•SK 2',/} 00001620 
wRITE.( 8.1210l SUM,PtW 1"0001.6c30 
10 FORMA.ItI •. '.Itt-s•.I.•CALCULATTJNS (FCR PAYBACK ••.1. 1 .sK t•·.J, "f100Jr40 
l 'eIN +-5 '•/,•SIMPLE =>~ Y3~CI< = C TOTAL COSi IN $J / (ANNUAL SAVINGS Jl00t'l01650 
1.1,•.sK !•,/,•= ($ •,Fs.2.•> / ($ •,F6.o.• /YRI•,/, l'lCCC1660 
1 1 .SK 1 1 0/1 1 = •,F4elo 1 YRS•,/, 1 eSK 2 1 ,/, C'OOC1671"1 
1 1 NOTE: TtE CALCULATED PAYEACK =>ERIOD WOULlL.BECOME t=vEN I F5$ IE• ,;,,°'Cl'!Cl6-81l 
1 •WE ADDEC THE SAVINGS IN THE COOL.ING SEASON TO Tt-E ANNUAL DOLLAP' ,ocoo1e90 
l/ •'SAVI f\GS' •.. • J !lC C 01700 
STOP 00001710 
ENO nco c172 o 
KED.SYSL<iCD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=U13155A.EADC.LOAD(SETBACKJ, 1CCC1730 
UNI T=3::50 • 'v CL=SER=DASD30 •SP A CE= ( T~ K ,( 30 t20 > > IH' 0 Cl 74 0 
'JCOC1750 
APPENDIX D 
MAJOR FORTRAN COMMANDS 
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COMMAND FUNCTION 
FORMAT ........ specifies record length, field width, 
and variable type Creal, integer, 
exponent). A format statement must 
accompany each READ and WRITE state-
ments. The parts are: 
100 FORMAT (I2,2F4.2) 
composition of input/output record 
statement number (required for format statement) 
READ . . . . . . . .. used to transfer information from the 
terminal to the computer. The parts 
of the statement are: 
WRITE 
10 READ (5,100) A,B,G 
list of variables whose values 
are to be read in 
FORMAT statement number 
input device number (five) 
optional statement number 
used to transmit information out of 
the computer to an output device or 
file the parts of the WRITE statement 
are: 
20 WRITE (6,120) I,J,Z,X1 
list of variables whose values 
are to be written out 
FORMAT statement number 
output device number (file) 
optional statement number 
APPENDIX E 
SCRIPT PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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'I:*** TSO FOR=Gl=CLND t:ARDCDPY **"'* 
D5 l\A f.'E ;;.:J l~ 15 5 A •. sci;;. I" T. DATf\ 
•. AO a 
•TM 6 
.aM 6 
• CE ECG II l 
TITLE! OG&E. HPFAKS" PROGRAllf' F:JR A/C ~DA.O SHEDDING 
.SK 1 
•UP EX ECt.. TIVE SUMMARY! 
.SK 2 
a IN +5 
UGE.E HAS F<ECEN1LY COME UP WITH A NEW El\ERGY CCNSERVATICI\ 
<.JPPORTUNITY CF A.PPLYING FOP 11 RICEP FCJP LOAD CCl\TPCL 
( PE6KS Fl='OG~~M 1.i. 
.SK l 
ACCORDING TO TI-[$ PRCGRAM,. OG &E WIL- INSTALL A o~;:v ICE 10 
_ _s_ct.E..D.__~C LOAD EY ItlTERRUEI_lil_G_ELELTR IC SEf_'ll_C_E_I_LIJjf___,ij_~ 
CJNDITIONIN...; CCMPRESSOR F'l~~ p::i:;rGDS JF NC f'.ilJRE THAI\ SE\/EN .Alm 
. JNE-HALF l'-'IINUTES or f'ACH THIPTY MINUTE PERIOD DURING PEAK 
LOAD PE~IODS, C~NEPALLY PERIODS WITH A~BIE~T TEMPE~ATU~E 
<.JF 95 CEGREES F ·\ND :\80VE. FPOIV Jurs= 15 TO SFPTEMBFR 1e 
.s K 1 
THE INCENTIVE FUR THIS PPO~R~M IS A CREDIT GI~EN ON THE 
CUSTOMERS BILL~ FCR Tt-E Tl-1PFE REVENU~ MONTHS OF JULV. 
e.UG.1JST1 AND SEETEMEFPa THE U.!FCRMATION CJ\ THE RATE 
:RE)IT IS SI VEf' Cl\ A SEPA.PATE Sl-EET ::::NCLC.SED t-Ei:;EWITHe 
•SK l 
:xPERIEf\CE SHC'A~ THAT Tl-'E CYCL If\G I'd LL !\CT CAUSE ANY 
_____APPRFCIAdLE LO~S IN COMFOPT • 
• IN -5 
•. SK 2 
REQUIRED INFORt.'i\ TLON: 
.Tcl 5 18 27 36 50 8') 
eSK 0 
aSK Cl 
-.A/ C UN IT CS t FLA/ RL.A* VOLTAGE PI-~ SE:* 
•. SK 0 
..,. -. f A> .., f.B.l .., -CORPECTlON -. KVA=· 
•SK 0 
-. .., -. .., FACTOi:: (()..., (tdX(BIX(C>/lO:JO 
.SK ,) 
.,. YORK ..., l9a9 .... .. 20 s •. ..... l a 732.0 .. 7 a.17 
.., YORK ..... i;.g -.-: . 20>3. -.. r •. 1::.20 ..., 1.11 .,. LEfl<NOX -.· . 21. 3 , .... 2'18 •. .... l .732) .... 7e67 
-.. LE!\NOX .... e t .3 .... 203. .., 1.7.320 ,.. 7 67 ...,. GE .., :;o .o ..., 20 a. .... 1 • 7320 .... lo. 8 1 ...,. YORI< ..., 32 a 0 .., 2•)3. .... la 7~ 20 .... 1 l .!:3 
.... YORK ..., .:::2 • o .... 2') s • .., 1 • 7:: 20 .... 11. c:: "'2 ..., LE 1' NC)( .., 2 1 •A .., 208. ..., 1 • 7; 20 ... 7. 7 1 .... .., . l3a7 ..... 2oaa. ..... 1 •. 732.) -. 4 •. 94. 
.... ...,. 15. ;J -,: . 2oa •. .... 1 . ... 13:20 , 5e.4tj 
-. ..... 1 s .er .... 2.0 8 •. .... la 7320 .., . 5e40 
.SK 1 
• SK 1 
TC~AL KVA: 87.00 
__G_ALCUL.H I CNS: ( :::,jR SAVINvS I 
.SK 1 
• {N +5 
63 
(TOTAL KvA OF CONNECTED A/C CAFACITYJ X (RAT':: OF CREDl.T/KVAJ 
'K 
X (d UF MO~T~S T~E CPEDIT IS APPLIC~BLEJ 
•SK 1 
::: ( 87.00 KVAJ ~ ($ le82 KVA-i'ICl"iTH> 
•SK 1 
X ( 3. MONTl-'~ .. /YEAR l 
.SK 1 = S 475e03 /Yf.. 
a.SK !~-----------------­
•IN -5 
CALCUL~T I Cl'l:3: (!=OP COST OF I MP LE ME f\T A.TI OtJ ~ 
.SK 1 
•I N +- 5 
SINCE lrERE IS NO COST OF IMPLEMENTATION .. Tl-E PAYBACK 
PERIOD IS I~MECIATE • 
• SK 30 
-*--FL1G-~LA =FULL LCd.C .-\'.iP"':RAGE/f;UNNP·IG LC:i'C .\M~ERAGE • 
• s K J 
** le732 FOP 3 P~ASE A.ND 1 FJR SI~G ... :'. PHASF. 
64 
**** TSD FCREG!=CUJ\O HARDCOPY **** 
D5NAME-=Ul2.155A .scR I PT.DATA 
•. AD 8 
•TM 6 
• [] M c 
.,CE 1 
·-K 
.u.p: ECO if. 2 
eSK 1 
.CE 1 
__iLUP EPIC .E._<;D C~CDE 32•~· ~1 ___ _ 
.SK 2 
TITLE! REDUCE 1He PRFSSURE OF· COMP~ESSED AIR TO THE Mil\IMUM 




• ( "· +5 -----------------------------------
THE AUDIT TE~M FSELS THAT YCUR AIR PRESSURE COULD BE LCWERED 
.vITHOUT CAUSil\G CFERATING PPOtlLEMS. A r«::c1.cr10t'1 HI AIF 
PRESSURE TO T~E ~Il\IMUM REQUIPEC LEVEL FEDUC~S CONSUMPTION 
OF t;:t..JEf:;G'I' OF Tt-E ELEC7f:ICAL r-10TCR DRIVING THi:; C0>1;::>PF=~S~S~D=R_,__.~•------­
IN YOUR CASE WE RECOMMEND rou GC FROM 16J. T~ 120~ 
PSlG • F CR WH !Ch C.ALCULATIONS rA\IE BE:: N MADE T 0 SHOW 




.s K 1 
•I 1" +-5 
Gl VEN.: 
.SK l 
(l) PFEsr.:nT •.r:~ ·:c•·/\-'f''F;);CiCF O!SCh'\FCE P<<:":SS;.)f~"'.: !r)l'3 P~!G 
.'SK 
I ;_: J 
~ ·:-; K 
.( 3J 
.3K 





( 6 J 
\) 
SIZF: (IPJ C"" ::.J'1•'li'.:3~-.;: 
0 
OP ERATT,J.G r CJ J:<S :'.F ~ Y''"'. \R ~ 8760 • bf S 
0 
COST CF E.t.f CT q: IC I'TY • .s .<J2 ea~l/KWH 
FUEL ADJ~SiM=~T COST FACTOR CHARGE 
.SK. •J 
! .JOOOO/' K\111-1 
(7t RECOMt-'FNDEC Ali:' CC'vlPRESSOP CISCH<\RO: PPF::S!;L RE! 12Ce PSIG 
• K 0 
(8 > LOAD r"';;CTC'= i''•f':, 
•It.. -5 
•SK 2. 
CALCUt.AT ICNS (FOR F.llEr-uY AND $ SAV !NGS' 
•SK 1 
4 I N t-5 
( 1 • FOR A RF.CCNMENO':D \IR CCMPF<f.SSOP DISCH~i<GE PRESSURE CF 12.Q_L-~ 
flE. A REDUCT! C!\ CF (.160• - 120• = 4-0.PSIG > 
=tG tlJ GIVES A RECUC.T ION fN BA~E HO?SEPC\o\ER OF2.0e0 ~ 
.SK 2 
(2 l EFEECTIVE CPST OF EL='.CTEIC.ITY! 
.s K l 
~I N +-5 
= CCOST Of ELEC !'RICI TY> + (FUEL AlJ.JUSTrvEt\T FA.CT CR CHAP GEi 
•SK •) 
65 
= ($ .02SE0 eKIAh I + ($ •')0000 /l<WH) 
aSK U 
··= $ • 02aeo /K ~1-1 
•SK 2 
• l N -5 
_Ll ) S AV H~ GS IN fN E.R G Y ( KWH ) : 
•SK 1 
•IN t-5 
-= 0' rP SAV{:,G!:/ll)()j x «.:or-Ai->R~S.30R HPt x {C:.J~Rt.T!NG HP~/YP.J 
.:< (CONVERSION FACTOP FOR HP TO KW) X (LOAC FACTOR t 
.SK 0 = < 20.c 111,J) x c 2s. HPt x 
•SK \J 
( 8 76 {) • h RS/ Y i: • I 
--- ------------------· 
X (:).746 Kw/hi= I (50e0~~1 
aSK 0 




__ (_4_~ __ _s_A_ll_!_~_GS__I_hl_f~~·E'B_G__y _____ ( BTU J : 
• .3 K l 
•IN r5 
-= (SAVINGS IN l<WH/YPI X (CUNVERSIC~I F.~Ci"'ORt 
.SK u 
== { lc337e KWH/YP\ X (3412 8Tl../KWHl 
•SK 0 
= 5574~152e dT~/YRe 
• ! N -5 
aSK 1 
(51 SAVINGS I~ CCLLftPS 
eIN +5 
.SK l 
==!SAVINGS IN KWht X {EFFECTIVE COST OF ELECTRICITY) 
.. SK 0 




CALCUL.AT1CNS (FOR IMPLEMENTATI (fl, ccsr >: 
•SK l 
.IN r5 
SIIKE ThERE IS t\C COST o:= I MPLEfJE:NT.A.T ICN1 iHI'.: l=AY BACK IS 
IMMt:CIATEe 
**** TSO FOREc:i::ruND HARDCf)::lY **"'* 
J St\AME =Ul3l 5 5 ,a •. SCRIP 1.DATA 
·™ 6 
•BM 6 
•CE EC C Ii 3 
• CE C E p I C EC 0 r n C E 3 2 • 2 1 > 
.. SK 2 
66 
t lTLE~ INSTALL C CNFRESSUR AIP INTAKE II'> CCCL EST '..OCATTONS 
•SK 1 
EX ECUT IVE SU N f'.l f.· RY'-':"'"". -----------------------
•SK 1 
•IN +5 
JY INSTt.LLI~<.i il1i?. INTAKE DUCT FCF Af..J AIO C0:-01PRESSOP 
IN THE COCLEST LCC;\Tim1s. JNE CJ.N ;--;11i:: H.P. SA~:LG_.s_, 
ThEREBY REDUCING THE CONSUMPT I Cf\ OF THE ENERGY FOR THE 
PR[M~ ~OVER. LSUALL~ IT rs THE SAVfNG [K ELECTRICAL 
:::· NER(.;Y CF THE l'<!uTOPS CR I.V ING TH: COMPRESS CR. TH$ ENEF:GY 
---"-~ I NG p Q TE N TlA.!..__l___S___Q_UE TO T.ti.E._E.A:CT r h AT T ;-, F'. c_c Mp RE.S._S:..QE 
IS R2QuIRED TO ~o L:.S$ ,vOFK It~ CRDE'P T(1 CCt'1PR~SS A CE:PildN 
Ai"1GUNT CF AI>:< .tT A LC'i\ER TEfvlPERATUFE HAVIl\G I\ SMAL.LER 
VULUME THAN TO COf\l\PP.C::SS THF SA /\IE APAOUtlT OF ·\IR AT ;. 
1IGHER VCLUMF.e THIS CAN OE DCN[' E'ASILY BY !NST~.LLING 
AN AIR INTAKE CUCT AT THE CCMPf:ESSCR INTAKE LE.aCINE TO 
THE OUTSIDE CDOLi::::R ATMOSPl!~P=• 
~•-·S~.K~~-------------------------
.-<ECU I RED CATA: 
•SK 1 
•IN + 5 
~IV N: 
.SK 0 
AVERAGE INSIDE. AIR T~MP. (fl): 80 • )EG F 
.SK 0 
AVE.RAGE CIJTS.lDE Arn TEMP• ( T2 l: 48. D!=G F 
•SK •J 
COMPRESSOP 5IZF: 20.') HP • 
• 5 K 0 
~PERATICN HOU~5: 115~. HRS/YR 
.SK ~ 
ELECTRICITY CCST : $ 0.0523 /K\\l-
.SK 0 
"'·· LJ AC CN C:JrvtPPSS:S:r~: 75 •.• 
• s K 1 
MEASURED: 
•SK 0 
DUCT-WORK LENGTH: 2.!'hO FT. 
e.SK 1 
.rN -5 
CALCULAITCNS (FOP ENERGY ,.._dlD $ SAVING~J: 
.s K 1 
•IN ~5 
{ U RE FER~ I~" G TU F hi• Cl > UN DER THE 5:;:: CC f\D C CLJ MM (w I TH 
THE HEADING; !!'TAK'= VOLUME REQLIP:::D TC DE! ... J VER_l2.~!,.JEI~C _________ _ 
FEET OF FREE .4 Je< AT 70 CEG-< EES F~. RENHE IT J, T•-E CORPESPONDlNG 
VOLUME 5 OF .\IR CAN BE FOUND AT Tl ::: 3 0 • DEGREES F AND 
T 2 = 48 •. DEGREES F AS l 020.. CUB tC F':'.ET A ND c;~2. 
:_· _cusi~FEE'T RES.FECilVELY • 
.. SK 1 
{ 2 I SA V IN <:: S I I\ F I\ ERG Y : 
eIN +5 
67 
eS K 1 
= ( I N TAKE 'vOL • ,q T 1 - I NT/\ KE V CL • AT T 2 ) I 
eSK 0 
LINT ~KE VOL•· AT Tl t X 10•)% 
eSK 1 
f ( 1 02 0 •· 95 2 •· l I ( 1' 2Qo •· H X 1 0 Q 
eSK 1 = 6e7 % HP SA'vINGe 
•SK 1 
eIN -5 
•. SK l 
(.3> SAVINGS IN Kwl-f 
.. SK 1 
• IrJ +5 
= ( 6. 7 % HP SAVINGS> X (% LDACl X ( (;OflPRESSCR SIZE> 
.< (0 • 746 Kw/ 1-P t X ( OPEO A TI h(.i ; CU.RS/YEAR> 
•SK 1 
= f 6e7Il00> X (75e/100}. X (. 2.0eO HPJ 'X (0.746 K\w./HPe) X {1150. HRS/YP) 
.SK l 








SAVINGS IN 8TL; 
+5 




858" •. K\tat'./YH J X ( 3;12: BTU/KWH) 
3. MILLIC~ ETU/YR 
(5l SAVINGS IN s: 
•SK l 
• N +5 
---=: (KiiH/YR SAVECJc X (ELECTRICITY COSTI 
•. SK l 
.:;:; ( 858e KWf·IYFH X ( $ Oe.0523/KWfH 
.SK 1 
= $ 44.87/YR 
eSK 2 
• IN -5 
CALCULATIONS (FOR IMPLEPl.ENTATI Cl'\ CCSTI: 
el l\t. +S 
•. SK l 
cti MilTERIAL CCST: P-OP THE AIR INTAKE DUCT WORI<. 
INSUL#fTEC F~EXIBLE DUCT WtTH VINYL :.JATE:D SPRING ST:'.EL 
(UR ALUf!IU.UM I CA.N !:3E USED WHICI- CUST5 AUCUT $ 2.50/ LINE~R FT 
AND 2e GRILLE(S) 'llOULD COST AP!=J=;OXIM.;TELY $ 46. 
AT$ 23.0 /G~ILLE. 
•SK 1 
f2) LAt>OH COST: 
FOR THE I.NSTALt. AT ION OF THE DU CT,. 2. PER SON( S) M6. Y BE 
EMPLOYED AT $: 10e/HR FO.R ABOUT a •. HOURS • 
• SK l 
(3t HE~CE TOTAL CCST ~ MAT~RIAL COST t LAECR COST 
•I:~ + 5 
.SK 1 
.::(CUCT COST/Lil'!::.~i:; FTI X (TOTAL LINE~R FT I+ 
(./I. GR IL.LES! X (COST OF GR IL.LE I + (1' OF L.AEORERSJ 
x {ii CF rRS. wC~KEDJ x (WAG.r::/rRJ . 
• SK 1. 
.::($ 2 •. eO/LI Ne:a-R FTI x { 20 •. o FT) t ( 2. GR1 LLES) 
x ($ 46. G>:;[LLEI ... (2. LAODREqs1 x ('!i 1<1e/HP) 
X{oe I-RS• 
•SK l = ;i 256.0() 
C;\LCUL ..lT ION (FOR PA. YBACK ~: 
a.SK l 
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flt SIMPLE PAYEACK = TOTAL COST $ ./ANNUAL$. SAVINGS 
• I N t-5 
- 2:6.0C/ 44.37 
eSK 1 
= 
.IN .. -5 
eSK 8 
.rnTE! IN SOME CASES A DAMPER IS F<EGUIRED SO THAT Tt-E If\SIDE AIR 
_lS~lLl..E_D I.I' THE St.;MMFE IE IT IS COOLE~ THAI\ OUw_'_,_J~<::c...LI_..O"--'E _________ _ 
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eCE ECO II 4 
•. SK l 
.CE EPIC Co:>E #63.44 
aSK 2 
T 1 T LE ! Ni GH T - SE l EA CK 
•SK 1 
:'.: X EC UT [VE SUM M A i:; Y : 
•SK 1 
.IN i-5 
::t-.1ERGY Al\D THEi=;,::sv ti SAVINGS CAN IJE REALI ZED BY HAV.Il'IG 
A NIGHT SETBACK. THIS CAN UE DONE E.<\SILY BY INSTALLING 
: __ ~_SE VE~· DA Y---2_4-_H cu.RSjrJAY PR 0 GR l1.r1MA8Lt;; AU"t.CMA 1:]!;: __ ':' H~_l-T -2~I_BACK 
TI MER TO CJN TF<CL "THE ,..HERMQST ATS• DJ Rl i'G THE t-E~T !'-JG 
SEASCN. THE Til·l'?:P CAN BF: SET t..T 68 o=GREE~ F.~HRfl..JHEIT FOP 
NllRMAL i•ORKif\G (CJ=; C'CCUPIEDJ HC'UPS t.."D l\T :n DEGR:'.FS 
(0~ LOWER> DURING UNCCCUPIEO HCURS (~VENINGS & WEEKENDSJ 
SINCE. ThE AfR HANDLING UNITS WOULD a:: HEATING TC A LO'l\EP 
TEMPERATU~E. LESS ENEF<GY WCULD eE USED. 
~·SK-=--'1~·~-----~~~~~~--,-,~c--~~~~~~-=-~-=~~=------~·~-,-.,--~----,------~~~~~~~~~~ 
MOREOVEP, ou;:;tl'G HOT D.3-YS JF 5UIVMEP, TrE TEMPE~ATUR~ caN 
uE SET FO~ AIR CONDI~IONERS AT lHE NOR~AL 78 CEGRE~S FCR 
<JuRK!NG/GCC.JP!!'=D HOUFS AND AT SOME T=:MPEF<ATURE HIGHER Th<\N 
78 DEGREES FOP UNCCCUPIED rlCURSe H~WEVE~, THE SELECTICN 
FOR THIS Hl:IHE.~ TEMPERATURE IS SOMETIMES DEPENDENT UPO~N~.~---------
FACTORS LIKE C.FGREE OF HUMIDITY PEOUI.REMEl\T, E:TC. THE 
SAVJN(j.S WOULD EE DIRECTLY PROPCi::TlCNAL TO ThE SETTING 
UF THIS. TEMPERATU.f<E CHOS:N: FOR. THE SJMMEP. 
•SK 1 
FDR YOUR SYSTEftl' OF JPESC:'IT U~EPAT!NG CCNDI TIONS, Ci11LCULAT !CNS 
r1 AVE BEEN MA DE TC SH Cw THr=: SW IN GS J >l LY DUPING TH:;: H_E_/:i.~T~I_N~G _______ _ 
SEASON. HC'llE:VER, T'.JTAL SAVINGS WOULD BE EvEN GREATER, 








< U YOUR EXl.STli'iG LEVFL OF TEMP. FCR SPACE HEATING: 70 • DEG. F 
.s< o 
( 2, t-E ATI r.G UNIT EFFICIENCY.: 8 0 • % 
•SK 0 
{3• ~EATI~G DEGPEE O~YS FUR YOUR ARE~: 3fEO. 
•SK 0 
£4) NATURAL GA~ COST:$ 2a9S7 /MCF 
eSK 0 
{5J YOUR 'TOTAL A~EA FOR COHDITICNEC SP.ACE: lq9500.sa. FT • 
• SK l 
.IN -5 
:ALCULATr CNS (F.lR ENC:PGY MW$ ~AVIN:iS• 
•; K 1 
•Ir-.. + 5 
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(lJ FROM YOUR l'ATUF-'AL GAS CCNSUMPTimJ GRAFH (PROVIDED {N THE 
;jio:"GJNNING OE Ttrs PEPORTt. THE FEESE'H FNERGY USED FOR YO\JR 
SPACE HEAT ING t-AS BEEN READ AS 20000 MILL I CN 8Tu/YR 
e.SK 2 
f2 r YOUF F~ESENT .OVEFAG.E !-'.EAT l f\G CCNSUt-AFTION PER SOUAR E FT• 
+SK = CEl\ERGY USED FOR SPACE H~ATil\(I / (CONDITIONED SPACE AREAi 
•SK l 
= ( 20000 1-1 ILL ION BTU/Y~.1 / ( 1 <;9500. ~G FT> 
••. S.K 
l C 02S la ffi Li./ Y R-S.Q FT 
2 
( 31 FOR 3680. H'.:ATIN G DEGFEE DAYS AN:> 15 • 
:JEGREES Ft..HREtH-;Er-TiJFSETUACK Al\D--F-:-J~-YC\...i:; P~ESEl'lT AVEF:AG1= 
HEATING CONSUMFTICN PFR SQ FT CF 10·125le 8TU/SQ FT-YRi THE 
iJRAPh CF FIG. CU i:;EADS At: El'IERCV SAVING OF 350)~. BTU/SQ FT-YR'• 
SK 
(4l 'fOl...R ACTU>L. ANNUAL. ENERGY SAVI.NGS WOt..;LO, Th8EFORE, BE 
•·SK 1 = CEl\E~GY SAVIl'<GS R>':AC FPOM GRhl=HJ X (CCl\DITICNED SPACE At;E_A). 
___ .tc_jjjE~ALl l\~_U...t.tl_l__E_F_F_:U:lEtLf:'t'_I __ 
.SK 1 
= ( 35000e BTlJ/SC FT-YP) X ( 199500. SQ FT l 
•SK ,) 
/ ( BO• ~~ ! 
= 8728 •. MILL IOI'< ETU 
.SK 2 
{ 5 ). SAVINGS l N NATURAL GAS 
.SK = (SAVINGS IN ETU) X (C:JNVEPSI Cf\ FACTO~) 
.. SK 1 
----·------·--- ·---·--·--
= (3728e MILLICN BTU/YR I X (l fvlCF/MI-LION 8TUI 
SK 
== 8728. ,._.CF/YR 
.SK 2 
{6) SAVINGS IN DOLLARS 
.SK 1 
= CG.AS SAVINGS »i X (GAS COST l 
•SK 1 = L872Se ~CF/Y~) X ($ 2.9g7 /MCFJ 
.SK l 
=·· JO. 26154 •. /YR 
a.SK 2 
•. IN -5.. . .. 
:~.L:Ut..ATICNS (FUR tMPLEMFNTAT!CN cosrt: 
aSK 1 
,{l\f-5 
( l, INSTRUMENT ·:osT: FOP YOUR ~'fSTEM A NIGHT SETBACK SE'CUEl\CES 
7 0 A Y PP 0 (Q b, "1 MA Ll L E 8 • C -1 e 'IN;; L VE.:;> S I__dli_\'t' 0 U.LD~~C~O~S-T~-Y~D~U __________ _ 
APPROXI~ATELV ! 55r1.oo 
.SK 1 
(2l· LAE.OR COST: FC:R INSTALLATTCN PUPPOSES, SOtJE MATEf::l.AL 
t, NlJ LA B CR wou LC BE RE au I H F.D w H 1 Cl:t_I $. ES~T~I~M~A=T~=:~D~-T~. ·~o'-· ~B~·, ~----------­
APPROXIMATELY 
.SK 0 
:£. 24(1. ca 
.SK 2 
(3t COST .PER SE(;t.;ENC'~P = INSTRUMENT COST + LABOR CDS.T 
.SK t = {$'. ESC.>:JQJ +- fl6.0 HRS.)($. rs.co /HCl...F) 
,.SK 1 = 7go.co PE>:< ~EGLelCER A.tJO 4e SEQUENCER(S) !\~E REQUIPEC 
aSK 1 
TOTAL CCST = (CCST µER SEU0ENCERt X (n SECUENC~RS REOUIRECt 
•SK l 
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TCTAL COS7 = 
.S K ! ______________________ _ 
= J 160.·00 
• 5 i< 2 
•I f'I, -5 
CALCULATICNS CFO~ PAYEACKI 
.SK 1 
.. IN +5 
SIMPLE PAYBACK ::: (TOTAL COST lN $J / rmt~LAL SAVINGS> 
.SK 1 = (J> :!160 •. Q{H / ($ 2.6154.. /YR J 
a.SK 1 
= iJ .• .1 2 YRS 
• s i< 2 
,JOTE: 1HE Ci\LCtLATED P.!'\YBA.CK PE~IOD \·JOl.JLC EECOME EVEN LESS IF 




MAJOR SCRIPT COMMANDS 
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For 8\" x 11" paper there are 10 characters per inch, 
6 vertical lines per inch, and 66 lines per page. 
COMMAND 
adjust [.ad J 




Used once at the beginning of the 
program it defines the left hand 
margin . 
. ad 10 - provides a 1" left margin 
Specifies the bottom margin. It is 
used once at the beginning of the 
document . 
. bm 6 - provides a 1" bottom margin 
Centers a line of text. May be 
used with on/off commands to center 
multiple lines of test . 
. ce ECO #1 - places ECO #1 in the 
center of the page 
.ce on 
• 
• lines of text 
• 
. ce off - centers all lines of 
text appearing between the 
on and off commands. 
Indent the left and/or right margins. 
The indentation continues until 
another indent command is encountered .. 
. in 5, -5 causes both margins to be 
indented five spaces 
.in 5 causes the left margin to be 
indented five spaces 
.in, *, -5 causes the text to be 
indented five spaces from the 
right side of the output line, 
and the left margin to remain 
unchanged. -
line length (.11 J 
skip [.sk] 
top margin [. tm] 
upper case [.up] 
under score [.us] 
74 
Specifies the number of characters 
per line. This sets the length of 
the output line . 
. 11 60 sets the line length at 60 
characters of 6 inches 
Produces blank lines . 
. sk 2 produces 2 blank lines 
Specifies the top margin. The 
command is used once at the 
beginning of the program . 
. tm 9 produces a 1~" top margin 
Produces a line of capitalized 
text. Can be used with on/off 
commands . 
. up eco prints ECO 
Underscores a line of text for 
emphasis. Also accepts on/off 
commands . 




The control cards listed below will create a TSO file from a 
punched card deck. The TSO data set will have the TSO user 
ID prefixed to the data set name. The control cards contain 
the name for the second member of the control file. Other 
member names are listed following the JCL. 
//W13155T JOB (13155, 111-22-3333), 'EADC', TIME= (0.40) 
/*PASSWORD EADC 
//STEP1 EXEC TSOBUILD, 
//NAME= 'U13155A.EADC (AIRCOMP).CNTL' 






















Changes a string of characters in a single 
line or range of lines 
Change 
Change 
100 'old' 'new' 
will change the word old to new 











10 through 100 
E 
used to delete a single line or a range of 
lines 
DELETE 10 
deletes only line 10 
DELETE 10 100 
removes lines 10 through 100, 
inclusive 
to return to ready mode and end edit session 
Allows the user to stop entering EDIT sub-
coremands and start entering lines of input 
data. For example, if the user wishes to 
enter new lines of data at the bottom of 
the data set 
Displays an entire program, a single line 
or a range of lines being edited 
LIST 
displays the entire data set 
LIST 10 
displays line number 10 
LIST 10 100 








Assigns new line numbers to the data set in 
increments of 10 
Retains the current copy of the data set 
being edited., 
Automatically displays a line 
by using the CHANGE command. 
to view the changed line. To 
line changes enter: 
VERIFY OFF 
of text modified 
Allows the user 
stop displaying 
Note: OFF is the default. Verify must be 
turned on for use. 
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